Campus Police appeal to the SGA for right to carry firearms (Moore, p. 3)
Building ‘B’ gets new translating lab

by Greg MacSweeney

The Spanish and French Translation and Interpretation programs received a new translation lab this month from the University Building Fund.

The translating equipment was given to the program by the Mid-Atlantic Training Company, said the head of the Spanish Translation and Interpretation Program Dr. Joanne Englebert.

Englebert researched the purchasing of the equipment before the purchase was made by visiting translation and interpretation labs at the University of Delaware and Kent State University in Ohio.

“Fidelity is wonderful,” Englebert said. “Students really enjoy it.”

The lab has the ability to translate three languages at a time but has the ability to add more languages if needed, Englebert said.

continued on page 4

SGA Child Care Scholarship delayed for over three months

by Dorteline Nor/nil

For four months, parents of some children attending the child care center at MSU have been waiting for scholarship money promised by the SGA.

Last year, in an appearance before the SGA, the day care center requested legislation for a child care scholarship of $10,000 from the SGA. James “Appetite” Cotter, then SGA president, agreed to the legislation, giving the child care center $5,600 in grants.

Parents eligible for the scholarship received $25 to $40 per week to pay for their child’s attendance.

Jany DeLuca, director of the child care center, said that some of the parents are also MSU students who desperately need the money to help pay for their child’s attendance. She pointed out that many of the parents are on a tight budget and cannot afford to pay the full amount that the day care center charges, which ranges from $50 to $150 a week.

“Some parents are going to cut down on the number of hours that their child is spending here.” DeLuca said. “The money pays the individual parent’s fees. Last year the money was paid but this year the SGA never answered.

“I have left messages for Sal, but April is the one who always answers. She said that they (the SGA) may need somebody to sponsor the legislation for the scholarship. We are having a child care advisory meeting on Dec. 12. We will tell the parents what is happening. If necessary we will bring all the children and the parents to an SGA meeting, where we will disrupt it if we have to.”

Olanda “Pinky” Seldon is one of the parents concerned with this matter. A former MSU undergraduate student, Seldon works as a graduate assistant for the dean’s office. “As a single mother raising two daughters, making $200 a week does not help at all,” Seldon said. “I have a nice, fat bill from the child care center but I’m still not able to pay them.”

Seldon said that in a conversation with Steinmetz, she was told that she was not eligible for the scholarship because she is a graduate student.

“I don’t understand. I’ve given so much to MSU and they tell me that I’m not eligible as a grad student,” Seldon said. “If my child care was terminated, I would probably have to give up my position here at MSU and lose my chance for higher education. I really don’t know what I’m going to do.”

Seldon noted that when she filed the application for the scholarship in August of 1993, there was not mention of individuals’ eligibility.

“I applied for assistance from the Four C’s program which continued on page 4

needs a new editor.

If you think you have the mettle it takes, come down and start asking questions right away at the MONTCLARION office, Student Center Annex, Room 113 or call x5230.
Richardson Hall fire damages chemistry lab

BY John DeWitt

The Analytical Lab of Richardson Hall caught on fire on Sunday, Dec. 4 at 2:30 p.m. The third floor lab had little damage from the fire, but water damage spread throughout the building.

The room, which is part of the Chemistry Lab, was used earlier in the day by a Gifted and Talented class that ended about 1:15 p.m.

Dr. Mark Whitener, a professor from the department, said that he saw heavy smoke and immediately set off the fire alarm. The building was fully evacuated and the campus police were notified.

When campus police could not put out the fire with extinguishers, they called in the Little Falls Fire Department at 3:01 p.m. Five engines, a ladder truck, a rescue vehicle and an ambulance arrived on the scene approximately seven minutes later.

Even after the Little Falls Fire Department had put out the fire with extinguishers, heavy smoke still filled the third floor halls. Firefighters then broke a window to ventilate the floor.

It was later learned that the fire began in a plastic waste paper basket. The fire was contained by a water main break near the bucket.

A major concern of the firefighters was that chemicals may have been exposed to the flames. Head of the Little Falls Fire Department, Chief Pomponio said, “It didn’t appear that chemicals were effected by the fire.”

No one was hurt from the fire. Fire damage to the lab included the sink that was connected to the water main itself and nine wooden panels that made up one work area. Soot was spread throughout the lab and above the station where the fire had taken place.

There was water damage to all three floors of Richardson Hall. Several professors’ offices were filled with one-half inch of water. The damage to rooms ranged from burnt papers to a burnt out surge suppressor. The ceiling of the front lobby of Richardson Hall was completely damaged by the water main leak. An estimate of the cost of the damage was not available.

Wooden matches were found in another waste basket in the lab. Chief Pomponio said, “Finding matches in another can lead us to believe that was the cause of the fire.” However, the official cause of the fire is still undetermined.

Campus Fire Marshall Dominic DiSimone said, “Due to preliminary observations, the fire was shown to be accidental.”

Classes resume in the lab on Tuesday. All of the damage to Richardson Hall is expected to be fixed by the end of the week.

Student claims Campus Police harassment

BY Mark Montioure

Stacy J. Rice, an MSU theater student, was questioned by campus police who suspected Rice of driving a stolen vehicle. On Thursday, Nov. 10 Rice and four of her fellow students were forced to abandon Rice’s parents’ 1979 gold Cadillac.

Rice and her friends left theater practice around 9:20 p.m. and proceeded to lot 14 where her car was parked. When she started the vehicle, the lights failed to work. Rice, believing there was an electrical problem with the car, proceeded to drive her friends to their vehicles with her hazards on. As Rice approached the pit, she noticed a campus police car behind her. Two more campus police cars and two undercover cars arrived on the scene before Rice was pulled over.

Sgt. Harry McKenzie and Debra Newcombe of campus police checked the license and registration of the vehicle. The officers studied the information and began questioning Rice about the ownership of the vehicle.

Rice explained to the officers that it was her parents vehicle and she was borrowing it while they were away in London.

The officers told Rice that the registration of the vehicle did not match because of an extra 79 on the registration continued on page 5
Reported David Glovin
speaks of ups and downs of journalism

by David Ortiz

A reporter for The Record newspaper of Bergen County spoke on covering crime, corruption and the courts at a lecture given Monday in the Student Center.

David Glovin, who has been working for The Record for two and a half years, admits that there are pros and cons to being a reporter and that reporting, "isn't for everyone."

Some of the positive aspects of reporting, according to Glovin, are "the idea of mastering a topic" and "contributing to public debate."

"There are some frustrations to being a reporter," noted Glovin. Some of these frustrating situations include covering a story to death and covering a story that you feel is beneath you. A reporter may find the beat that they are working on boring and there is also the belief that a reporter is only as good as his or her last story.

Glovin received a Masters degree in journalism from New York University (NYU) and received a law degree from Boston University. Once again, Glovin admitted that reporting isn't for everyone, but, "If you like newspapers, reporting, and the news, you can't beat it."

As for tips for future journalists, Glovin suggests writing as much as possible. Glovin also suggests taking an internship or writing for the college newspaper. "Any internship you can get anywhere...get the experience. You can't beat experience."

Being a reporter, the pay is "not that good, but if you like it (reporting), it's fun," said Glovin.
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World War II soldier and nurse couple speak of patriotism and their personal war experience

by Candice Mirakhur

It was 1943 and the country was at war. Everyone wanted to do their part as they were called upon by the government to help.

Lives and freedom were at stake so one volunteered as a serviceman for the naval construction battalion and the other joined the United States Cadet Nurse Corps.

Even though there would be exposure to diseases like hepatitis B and malaria, with a salary of twenty-one dollars a month and a tight demanding schedule that required adjustment, neither have any regrets.

Frederick and Marjorie Patak, who have been married for 47 years, were only 18 when the war began but they were ready to put their young lives on the line for the sake of the country and the world.

Frederick Patak went to boot camp with the Marines in Camp Perry, Virginia, while Marjorie was applying for the Nurse’s Corps.

Late in 1943, Frederick left on the U.S.S. Alchoa Patriot liberty ship headed for Guantanamo Bay, Cuba through dangerous waters where German ships lurked. Men were needed for the construction battalion (CB) to invade islands and secure American facilities so US forces could advance toward Japan.

Frederick joined the US naval construction battalion third squad of the seventh fleet which took them through the Panama Canal and along the coast of South America. He received certificates for crossing the equator and the international dateline. In 86 days, the ship crossed the Pacific Ocean and reached its first destination, New Guinea.

However, life was no picnic for Marjorie, even though she was in the United States. After passing both the physical and written exams, she was accepted into the Nurse Corps. She moved into a “convert” where she followed a strict schedule which included rising early for classes and working in the hospital when her classes were over.

She quickly mastered her studies while training and serving on ward duty where she worked almost six days a week tending to 60 patients at Bellevue Hospital in New York. The Corps, formed to remedy the shortage of nurses who could help the sick and injured that returned, graduated 125,000 nurses during its five-year existence from 1943-48. Although it was like being in school, because she couldn’t marry while training which lasted 11 months, Marjorie kept her head up for the good of the wounded and the nation.

In New Guinea, Frederick Patak was establishing a base for General MacArthur’s forces including camps, barracks, and warehouses for food, clothes, guns and ammunition. Then, the CB’s formed a convoy headed for the Philippines to establish another base. On April 24, 1945, he celebrated his 30th birthday while entering Manila where they successfully held off the Japanese. They built a naval base at Sibuy Bay in the Philippines which served as the prime US naval base in the South Pacific for 50 years until it was recently given to the Philippine government.

“Your best and make good judgments,” Marjorie was told as she was sometimes called out to an unknown ward to work from midnight to 8 a.m. She still attended her daytime classes and tried to avoid the dreaded sixteen hour double shift. Whenever any of the nurses became tired or depressed, they were always reminded of the men overseas who were risking their lives and sometimes dying in the war. The men who returned were sometimes paralyzed from the waist down and some of them never recovered from their afflictions.

However, she found happiness and comfort in the maternity ward, even though there were some men who never came home to these new-born children. Still, there were happy endings in every hospital that helped with the morale of the nurses.

The atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 and three days later we dropped another bomb which ended the war with Japan’s surrender. Frederick Patak’s tour ended in February 1946 and Marjorie rejoined him. As a result of President Roosevelt’s Service Readjustment Act and the GI Bill of Rights, he received his engineering degree from Fairleigh Dickinson University.

The Pataks recognize the evil and the good from war. There is destruction of human life and human accompaniment with sad memories of dark hours. Young doctors were called upon to perform surgery when their only anesthetics was either a shot of whiskey or a good punch.

However, this freedom to experiment allowed for the development of today’s innovative technology such as plastic and reconstructive surgery. Mr. Patak meets with the other men in his fleet as one example of the bond between men that serve their country.

“The patriotism of this country during World War II was the greatest ever seen,” said Mr. Patak. They hated Japan during the war and felt joy when they were defeated. Yet the strongest, deepest emotion in the Pataks is pride — pride in serving their country and pride in their part of history.
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Thoughts for the Day

Therefore, whoever humbles himself like this child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven (Matt. 18:4).

Have you ever found yourself trying to justify something that you did to someone else, and you knew it was wrong? You feel the churning and the discomfort in your heart, yet because of pride, you don’t give in, and ask for forgiveness. Jesus teaches us that greatness is not found in pride, but in humility. If you think about it, you need to be much stronger to be humble, than to be prideful.

Scripture tells us that we have done wrong to God, and as children, we need to come to Jesus, ask for forgiveness, and entrust our lives to him. When we have a right relationship with God, he will give us the strength to have right relationships with people.

Honor Roll
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Sigma Delta Phi and Delta Kappa Psi present:

DC's TUESDAY NIGHT

$2 COVER 21+ OVER

Route 46 W Holiday Inn Totowa

ΔΚΨ and ΔΦ are Class IV Organizations of the S.G.A.
CONC ERNS

How do I keep in touch with my friends over Winter break?

 Finals are over and it is finally time to go home. Of course you are happy that there will be no more daily grind of classes and homework for at least a month, but you are concerned about how you will stay in touch with your friends.

 There are many different ways to accomplish this. First, depending on how close you live to your friend, you can take two tin cans, tie a string between them and you have a really cheap way of making a long distance call. If the clarity of the call is not exactly what you desire, then don’t fret, there are other avenues to try.

 Post cards are very effective, especially if you or your friend are going away to a nice vacation spot. Post cards are very effective, especially if you or your friend are going anywhere outside the state of New Jersey. A few lines of text to let the person know that you care and a stamp are all that is required for this form of communication.

 For those of you who prefer more direct communication, let’s say face to face for example, you can always set up a place to meet. For example how about a date at the mall to return all of those unwanted gifts? The movies are also a good place to go especially now, with all of the new movies just being released. Hey, it beats going by yourself.

 For those who are technically advanced, communicating on the information highway is an excellent option. Just give your friend your electronic mail address or some other way to contact you and you’re all set.

 Phone calls though, are probably the best technique. A friendly call just to let your friend know that you do think of them outside of school is always a pleasant gesture, especially around the holidays.

 Whatever you do, remember not to worry. You will only be apart from your friend for a couple of weeks, and if someone is hurt because you did not try to contact them over that stretch, than that is their problem, which is a topic for another student concern.

 Oh well, good luck and try not to forget to keep in touch!

CLUB, Class I’s close another great week

by Michael Roesser

 This past week at Montclair was highlighted by the trips that CLUB ran. The first trip CLUB did was to Radio City Music Hall to see the Christmas Spectacular show on Dec. 1. The trip included 30 MSU students to see the show. The show was an extreme success in terms of entertainment value. The next trip took 35 MSU students up to the beautiful state of New York to bask in the beauty of nature.

 Last week also featured an intriguing piece of programming by Players. Last week Players held a Sign Language Seminar on Nov. 30.

 The agenda for next week includes many spectacular events highlighted by OSAU’s Kwanzaa programming. Players is also having their third Cabaret night of the semester, it promises to be an extreme success like the other two were. SGA will be holding a party in the Rat with representation from the Class Ones. The final night of the semester will feature Latinísimo dancing in J 126.

 One of the most interesting activities of last week was the CLUB sponsored trip to Radio City Music Hall, to see the Christmas Spectacular Show. Thirty MSU students embarked on the trip in the campus recreation vans. The show lived up to its hype and was definitely spectacular. The show was highlighted by special effects in the Christmas Carol scene where the ghost of Christmas past was seen flying around the auditorium.

 As the semester winds down all the Class One’s have an eye on programming for next semester. If you would like to help out or run events, become a member of a Class One organization and do what you want and run an event.

OSAU celebrates heritage

by Tim James

 We are a class one organization of the SGA here to educate and inform all of the students, faculty and staff about the significance and importance of African Culture and its surviving heritage. Our organization consists of nine committees: African Studies; which plans lectures and co-sponsorships, coordinates African American Heritage Month, African Awareness Week Workshops and other cultural events; Cultural Affairs, which coordinates African American Heritage Month, Harvest Ball and Kwanzaa; Kitabu, our African American library, which is open to everyone; Publicity which publicizes all OSAU events; Strive, our newsletter, which allows us to express ourselves freely; Choir, which expresses our heritage through cultural and spiritual inspirations; African Heritage Month which plans the events for that month on-campus; Drama, which performs plays and skits that tell of the African American struggle; and the African Dance Troupe which performs the dances of our African ancestors.

 As a class one organization of the SGA it is our responsibility to put on several programs a semester. This semester is almost over and most of our events have passed, yet there is still one more left: Kwanzaa, an African-American holiday made of seven principles which celebrates African family, community and culture and serves as a way of reinforcing the bonds between African people. This is a week long event, which started on December 5. The remaining events are as follows: December 8 (Ujamama: cooperative economics) features African Story telling by Sister Griot at 12 p.m. in the S.C. Ballrooms. December 12 (Kuumba: Creativity) is highlighted by “Poetry readings” at 8 p.m. in the Blanton Atrium. December 13 (Imani: Faith) features a thought provoking story by Sister Griot.
**Stress**
*by Brian Falzarano*

Time passes by and he is still pondering.
What to do? Where? When? Why?
How is he going to do it?
Work piling up at a frantic pace;
He pulls at his hair and a clump comes out.
Things should never be this hard, he thinks.
Getting older makes the past a black cloud of what was...
If he had his way he would take a vacation.

**Ambiguous**

The alarm clock tick-tocks
As time seems to empty my wallet
The doorbell ding-dongs
Fate has come to call for me
There’s the honking of horns
A symbol that better things lie ahead

---

**Windy Day**
*by J.S. Hamer*

Longi-latitude:
Pressure system moving northeast, southwest.
Men never do predict the weather.

I sit beside a pane-glass painting,
a barn washed under a sea of snow.

Apologies, drawn on my neck;
Forgiveness, white and embracing.
The draft, however, chills my feet.

---

**Confession Of My Love**
*by G-A Oraine Lawson*

You are as golden as a lily in the dew,
as sweet as an apple as fine as a melon in the cornfield
Lovely as a ship on the sea

Your beauty is so that Venus would be at your knee.
And my love for you will ever be new.

You are one of a kind,
a rose among weeds
No amount of words
Can express my love.
No wealth can let me show you how I care.

All I can do is show you by always being there

---

**And The Serpent Chokes On Its Tail**
*by A. Gronner*

When we got here
I checked the place out because I knew
you were busy thinking
about the color of our existence
and about how many times the earth rotates
without your noticing that you wasted
a rotation by thinking
while I checked the place out for you

---

**To submit your poetry, prose, and/or artwork, contact Arielle or Heather in the Montclarion office, Student Center Annex, Room 113.**
### CAMPUS CALENDAR

#### TONIGHT
**ART FORUM LECTURE:**
3:00 p.m. Art critic and historian Linda Norden will present a lecture on artist Cy Twombly, Free, Calcia Auditorium, Call Pat Ley at 7295 for more details.

8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The Miracle Worker” by William Gibson, through December 3rd with matinees on December 4 and 9, $9 standard, $7 faculty, staff, alumni and senior citizens, $4.50 for students with valid I.D.; Call the Box Office at 5112 for details.

#### FRIDAY
**MUSIC DAY**
Sponsored by the School of Fine and Performing Arts, Learn more about the music degree program and participate in workshops with faculty, call Linda Davidson at 4218.

6:00 p.m. "Background Noise" with DJ Nik Allen on WMSC, 101.5 FM.

8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The Miracle Worker”, see THURSDAY for details.

#### SATURDAY
2:00 p.m. Men’s Basketball: MSU vs. Upsala
8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The Miracle Worker”, see THURSDAY for details.

8:00 p.m. DANCE: Fourth Annual Dance Concert, Choreographed and performed by MSU alumni, Life Halle dance studio, call Lori Kattenhenry at 7080.

#### SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. Mass: "B" Building, Faculty Lounge.
6:30 p.m. Mass: Newman Center.

#### NEXT WEEK
**ART FORUM LECTURE:**
3:00 p.m. “An Analysis of the Transcendental to the Political in Contemporary Black Art” by artist and curator Donald Odita, Calcia Auditorium, Free, call Pat Lay at 7295 for details.

8:00 p.m. Public Telescope Night, Richardson Hall, Call 7266 for more details.

---

**---Greeks**

**---Clubs**

**---Events**
"Healthful" Hint Number One:

Eat the foods you want! The holidays sure won't be the same if you tell yourself: "I can't eat this!", but instead of eating 300 million cookies, eat more carbohydrates and vegetables like potatoes, corn, beans, or carrots and celery. But, if you must eat some cookies, opt for the lighter varieties, like oatmeal or fruit-filled, rather than those fat-packed butter cookies, or that sugar saturated pecan pie.

"Healthful" Hint Number Two:

When cooking your turkey or chicken, the skin adds a lot of flavor, but before you eat your bird, chuck the skin! This part, although very flavorful, is packed with fat.

"Healthful" Hint Number Three:

If you usually stuff your turkey, consider making you stuffing separately. This helps to prevent food poisoning. (When you leave the nice, warm turkey on the table, with the stuffing still inside, for a couple hours the temperature inside is just perfect for bacterial growth!) Yuck!!!

"Healthful" Hint Number Four:

Try making a whipped topping with chilled skim milk and a very cold bowl and beater, instead of using whipping cream. (The only thing missing is the fat!)

"Healthful" Hint Number Five:

Want the taste of wine without the loss of control? Try either a sparkling grape or apple juice. Another great substitute is a sparkling, non-alcoholic fruit punch. These taste great, and you won't have to worry about a designated driver.

"Healthful" Hint Number Six:

Did you know that substituting two (2) egg whites for 1 whole egg in a recipe will give you the same results? Doing this helps to cut back on saturated fat and extra cholesterol (your body already produces enough).

So I leave you now with these "healthful" hints to take home on your winter break. And as the famous words were spoken: 

"Eat, drink, and be Merry!"
At $8,395, you’ll have plenty of money left for gas.
At 44 mpg/city, you might not need it.

The newest Geo. Metro, from $8,395:

- Metro Coupe gets an EPA est. MPG of 44 in the city and 49 on the highway.

- A warranty covers Metro from one end to the next.

And that’s with no deductible... zero... none whatsoever.

- Metro comes with first-time buyer assistance.

- Get to know the newest Geo. Metro. At your Chevrolet/Geo dealer's.

- Want to know more? Give us a call. 1-800-Get-2-Know.
HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR RAIN FOREST TODAY?

The shopping decisions you make every time you're in the supermarket, mall, or fashion boutique have an impact on our environment.

The world in which we live stands to lose if we all don't change our habits. But the Sale hasn't been made yet, there is a Return Policy.

Make time to join us in our discussion on this most important issue.

The CONSERVATION CLUB presents
RAIN FOREST IN YOUR SHOPPING CART
featuring TIM KEATING
Tuesday, December 13th 3:30-5:00pm
in Student Center Amphitheatre, J-126.

Save the Endangered Species
(and have fresher breath)
Buy Envir-O-Mints, the small chocolate mint candles that each include a Collector's Card of an Endangered Species.
A portion of the purchase price has gone to saving our endangered friends.

Conservation Club Fundraising Sale
2nd Floor Student Center
Tuesday, December 13th
10:00am-2:00pm

Come Out, Sign Petitions!!!
Tell elected officials what YOU think about public environmental policy.

New Jersey's Public Interest Research Group will have their van on campus on Tuesday, December 13th. from Noon 'til 2pm.

Courtesty of the Conservation Club

The Conservation Club is a Class I Organization of the SGA, Inc.
CHEAP FLIGHTS:

✈ **Fly standby.**
It's like camping out for concerts, but the people bathe.

✈ **Buy your tickets in August.**
That's when airfares are lowest. Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.

✈ **Look into courier flights.**
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you don't end up in a Third World prison.

✈ **Organize a charter.**
Bring your friends. If you have none, classmates and relatives will do.

✈ **Get a Citibank Classic card.**
You'll get discounts off domestic and international flights.

Get an ISE International Student I.D. card to qualify for international flights and other travel related savings.

---

**WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.**
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.
REVIEW: Pearl Jam’s Vitalogy

by Chris Hinek

Satan. Masturbation. Immortality. All are running themes of Vitalogy, the latest release from Pearl Jam.

Normally, I would have thought a year ago that an album such as Ten would never have an equal. Then came Vitalogy. It has to stop there, I thought. But no! They’ve done it again, by putting together some of their strongest lyrics and weakest sound than has been heard to date.

The only disappointment with the album was that I had heard a good number of the tracks, well before they had been released. Being the most popular “alternative” band in the world will naturally draw bootleggers into the scene and ruin the suspense for everyone. Not their fault.

This aside, Vitalogy has some of the most original and creative packaging I’ve ever seen. The conventional jewel box is replaced by a 35 page fold-out that when examined carefully can be read as a book.

The CD is nestled in the back and is a real bitch to get out. Normally, only those with the means to buy the CD get to enjoy the special artwork and lyrics included in a special CD package. Not with Pearl Jam. Every cassette has inside an itty bitty version of the CD packaging, - a little tiny Vitalogy. It’s really neat. But what’s really most important? The music, of course. And there, as usual, is where this band really shines.

They start it off with a really strong track called “Last Exit.” If one was to sit and listen to the entire album all day, just flipping the tape for 10 hours, this is the song you’d walk away whistling.

Not that that’s how this writer spent his Tuesday. It’s a fast angry track with a catchy tune. Truly powerful stuff, and this is just the beginning. This song flows quickly into “Spin the Black Circle.” A great song that has already taken a beating on Z-100 and Q-104.3.

This song is about playing a record. That’s all, despite the images of black magic the title conjures up. It’s another really fast, hard track that gets your juices flowing, the kind of song that would be fantastic to see live.

Surprisingly enough, the next song, “Not For You,” is weaker than the live version that has been playing on the radio for weeks. Eddie seems to lack the emotion he put into the live track, but this could also be easily contributed to the fact that I’ve been listening to my bootleg copy of the live version for months now and hey, I’m used to it.

Next is “I’m a Worm Christ.” This is the slow-down point of this side of the album. This song, too has already been playing for the last week on the radio. It’s fast, but is a good lead into “Nothingman.” A slow winding song, very similar to “Elderly Woman” from Vitalogy, but with a very different tune and theme. It’s got a very downbeat tone that’s very fitting to the content. Then comes “Pry,” the first of many weird little snippets on the album. It’s basically Eddy singing “P-R-I-V-A-C-Y, privacy, privacy,” again and again over a very funky guitar. Strange, but cool.

The second side kicks the momentum going by starting out with the best song on the album, “Corduroy.” This song’s lyrics have more feeling than any they’ve done to date. And with this band, that’s saying a lot. They rip into the riffs and Eddie screams out each line, but it’s all done without drowning out the lyrics, a feat that would not have been able to be accomplished by many.

Then there’s “Bugs.” A cryptic song sounding quite reminiscent of Stone Temple Pilot’s “Wet my Bed,” from Core, only much more cohesive and songworthy. It’s about Eddie being surrounded by bugs and in the end, he joins them as opposed to killing them or eating them.

“Betterman” and “Immortality” are two more slower songs, “Betterman” being the better of the two. You can imagine him breaking into tears after the song is over. Very moving stuff.

“Satans Bed” is the opposite of what you’d think from hearing the title. It’s a fast paced song in which Eddie basically says that he doesn’t need Satan’s help or involvement in doing what he’s doing. It’s good, but not the best on the album. “Aye Davanita” is the song without words. Just a slow mellow track to calm you down in the middle of...
REVIEW: Nativity in Black Sabbath tribute

by George Olschnerzski

Mention the beginnings of heavy metal and invariably the band Black Sabbath always pops up. Led Zeppelin was innovative and possibly before their time, but Ozzy Osbourne and company have always considered the grandfathers of modern heavy metal. And since 1994 has been the year of the tribute album, it seems fitting that Black Sabbath be included.

Take a good listen at what’s being played on the radio today - Pearl Jam, Alice In Chains, Nirvana, Metallica, Megadeth. Every single rock, metal, punk and alternative band owes their existence to those four dudes from Birmingham. The “new” Seattle sound was created back in the 1960’s and the powerful grunge chords of the alternative circuit all have roots in the depressing, haunting musical phrases known as “The Sabbath Sound.”

As James Hetfield of Metallica put it, “Sabbath was everything the 60’s weren’t.” Their music was so cool because it was completely anti-hippie. I hated the Beatles, Jethro Tull, Love, and all that other happy shit.” But the biggest plus for Black Sabbath has been its longevity. “Think about it - if bands today are playing the chords and styles pioneered almost three decades ago, they must have done something right. “Sabbath were without a doubt the very first heavy metal band to ever come into existence. Once this tribute album comes out, it will force people to not only look at what Sabbath has achieved and what they meant to the metal world, but also how they continue to inspire new music. For a band to make it through the 60’s, the 70’s, the 80’s and now the 90’s, and still be looked upon as a leader is a tremendous musical accomplishment,” said Rob Halford, former lead singer for Judas Priest.

Nativity In Black is a Who’s Who of modern metal, offering their own interpretations of classic Black Sabbath songs. Megadeth’s cover of “Paranoid” pumps just as much when Dave Mustaine sings it as much as when Ozzy Osbourne did. Bruce Dickinson, already a legend from his participation in Iron Maiden, does justice to “Sabbath Bloody Sabbath.” Although, for those that have Anthrax’s I’m The Man single, their cover of “S. B. S.” in my opinion is better.

One thing that I couldn’t really understand is why Ozzy Osbourne joined with the band Therapy to do “Iron Man?” Doesn’t that strike you as a little arrogant? Here is a tribute album, and recording one of the songs is a member of the band that the album is the focus of! Nonetheless, it’s cool, as the rest of the album is. If you have the Sabbath catalog, this belongs in your collection. If you only like the new, overplayed pop that infests Z-100, you probably won’t be interested in Nativity In Black, but it’s nice to know that everything old is new again.

Pearl continued from page 14

an extremely energized recording.

Finally, there’s “hey foxyomphandelamama, that’s me.” Quite a title for a very otherworldly song. I don’t understand it yet and I am going to probably have to do a lot more listening before I do, assuming there’s a meaning at all.

After being initially dissappointed because of hearing many of the songs before their release, this is their best album to date. A fantastic accomplishment by some amazing musicians. I would never have believed it possible, but they have managed to do it again.

Of course, Enterprise is the only ship that is in the area and, of course, Kirk gets the itch to be back in command. They run into a time-thread nexus in space, the ship gets caught in it, and they eventually get out, thanks to Scotty and Kirk - only Kirk was supposedly blown out into space while saving the new Enterprise.

One of the people rescued was a bad guy named Soran (Malcolm McDowell), who liked it in that nexus thread. As Guinan (Whoopi Goldberg) put it a little later in the film, it’s like being surrounded in joy and you don’t want to leave it. Soran didn’t want to leave, wants to go back and will do anything to get back there.

Cut to the future. Worf is getting a promotion ceremony, circa the 1700’s, and gets to sail on an old battleship, named (gee, guess what?) Enterprise. It’s only a holodeck simulation, and soon, the NCC-1701-D is off to save the universe from this nexus and Soran. Soran has been tracking the nexus and has developed a bomb that will destroy stars, thus changing gravity patterns, thus moving the nexus to a planet of his choosing. Along the way, the Enterprise encounters a rogue Klingon Bird-Of-Prey, who proceeds to kick the snot out of Picard’s ship through underground tricks. Picard offers himself as a trade for Geordi and Data, who were captured in an attempt to stop Soran. Soran and Picard beam down to the planet, where Picard tries to talk him out of destroying another star and with it, a nearby inhabited planet. Soran says no, blows up the star and the nexus hits the planet.

In the meantime, the Enterprise has a warp core breach, they separate the saucer and battle sections, and crash-land the saucer on the planet, just before the star blows, and the planet with it. But all is not lost. Time has no meaning in the nexus, and both Picard and Kirk are alive and well in it. - Goffan offered a hint - since time has no meaning, they can mysteriously go to any point in time. Picard hooks up with Kirk, they go back to the point in time before Soran blows up the star, stop Soran and save the universe...again. But this time, Kirk dies. Yes, he’s dead. Jim. This time for real. Yeah, right.

There are a lot of side-stories floating around in here - Data getting emotions and cursing for the first time (amusing), the interaction between Kirk and Picard and, of course, the old “I have to make a difference and make my mark” theme that William Shatner has been projecting in Star Trek for forever.

If it sounds like I hold this movie in contempt, it’s because I do. The special effects were awesome. The Enterprise’s saucer section landing on the planet was fantastic, as was the Enterprise B’s lower decks being blown up. The story was cute, but it leaves the viewer (Trekkie and non-Trekkie alike) with a bad taste in the mouth. For one, the premise was dumb, on an equal par with their search for God in ST5. Not only that, but Paramount left wide open a convenient out just in case they needed to bring back Kirk from the dead...again. Hey, if Spock could do it...

For two, the Next Generation cast really didn’t do anything but stand there and get shot at. Picard had all the screen time.

Star Trek: Generations is supposed to be the bridge that links the old with the new, but it proves that the old grey mare ain’t what she used to be. The Next Generation has been around for seven seasons and the old cast has been through three seasons and seven movies. I sincerely hope that the Next Generation’s sophomore silver screen effort is better than the first but there’s only so many times that you can rehash the same plotlines. Maybe Picard and crew will continue to carry the odd-even quality curse that Kirk and crew established.
Montclair State Students: Avoid delay! Pick up your Summer Sessions Catalog during late March. No Application for Admission is required for MSU students.

First opportunity to register by telephone for all sessions APRIL 3-21

More courses meet during the day

Additional opportunities to register by telephone for all sessions beginning late May

There will be additional opportunities for all students to register by telephone during Summer Sessions as long as the registration is done prior to the beginning date of the course. Specific details will appear in the '95 Summer Sessions catalog.

Registration opportunities available to Montclair State students and Visiting Students from other regionally accredited colleges and universities.

Montclair State University (MSU) students will receive priority during this period. Visiting students from other colleges and universities who have had their permission form or letter from their school indicating good academic standing and eligibility to take course work at another institution OR the Visiting Student Permission form from the MSU '95 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions will have the opportunity to register toward the end of this period, after the priority registration period for Montclair State students. Specific details will appear in the '95 Summer Sessions catalog.

Additional opportunities to register by telephone for all sessions beginning late May

Tuition and Fees:

(From Spring 1994 for your guidance; 1995 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by the University Board of Trustees at a public meeting late in the spring semester)

Undergraduate: $87.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $125.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey

The University Board of Trustees at a public meeting late in the spring semester will establish tuition and fees subject to change at any time by action of the Montclair State University Board of Trustees.

Key to abbreviation of days**

M Monday T Tuesday W Wednesday R Thursday F Friday S Saturday U Sunday

The Office of Summer Sessions is located in College Hall, room 215, telephone (201) 650-4352. Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
Clean room 4 rent. Top floor of private home - Totowa. Non-smoking female share kitchen and bath - must be clean. $90 per week includes all. 907-0446. Laundry, parking. References please.

Permananent part-timer three hours a day, five days a week, assisting department with telephone, typing, binding, etc. Microsoft Word helpful. Call Beverly (201) 325-300 at Ryan, Beck & Co.

Help wanted - p.t. ops. assist. Sorting mail, driving van. License needed. Flexible hours. M-Sat. Morning and evening shift, $7 per hour. Contact Scott Reilly (201) 458-9293.

Wanted!!! Individuals, Student Organizations and Small Groups to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.

Child care provider needed to watch 3 1/2 and 1 1/2 yr. olds in our Clifton home. One - two days/wk. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Must have car. Laura 742-6059.

Two rooms, Upper Mont., for non-smoker. Each $75/week. Includes kitchen privileges, bath, parking. Phone 746-0709.


To place a classified ad please call 655-5237 $10 per week 25 to 30 words

Make lots of money while you gain valuable business experience!

As a national chain with 200 locations, Jennifer Convertibles was named "America's Fastest Growing Furniture Retailer" by Furniture Today, the leading trade publication of the furniture industry. Jennifer Convertibles provides college students with business and sales experience while they work with a schedule that will not interfere with academic studies. If you have never considered retail business as a career, allow us to change your mind! We currently have Part Time Sales opportunities where you can earn $7/hour plus commission. Full Time opportunities are also available for college graduates. Whether your interests lie in business, computer science, accounting, education, communications or the liberal arts, you will be able to integrate your academic disciplines into our sales program. Starting as a part time salesperson in one of our showrooms, you will get a taste of what our business is all about. Upon graduation, you might be surprised to find yourself following in the footsteps of many other college students who have made careers in: Store Management, Assistant District Management, District Management, Regional Management, Training, Design and Warehousing.

For further information and to schedule an interview, please call 1-800-371-2999. Our company representative will contact you within 48 hours. We look forward to hearing from you. EOE.
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 1994-95

Applications and Nomination forms are now available for students with a minimum GPA of 2.75, plus 90 earned credits and can be obtained at the following locations:

Student Activities–Student Center, Room 400
Academic Advising Center–Annex E
SGA–Student Center Annex, Room 103
Residence Life Office–Bohn Hall
EOF Office–College Hall, Room 304

The filing deadline is Friday, December 9, 1994 12:30 PM
For further information, please call Willie Worley at 655–7609
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YOU'VE SEEN THE ADS, NOW COME BE A PART OF THE ACTION!!!!

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS FOR THE MONTCLARION WILL BE HELD IN ROOM 113 OF THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX ON MONDAYS AT 5 P.M.

ALL NEW AND CURRENT MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
If Woody had gone straight to the police...

Opposition to campus police officers carrying guns is misguided; misguided because the students have not been given all the facts. As matters stand, should an emergency arise in which armed police officers were necessary, outside officers would have to be called in. This could possibly result in a critical loss in response time, and would certainly have to involve officers who are familiar neither with campus geography nor operations among the student population.

It is far from inconceivable that such a situation could arise, given the location of our campus in an area of relatively high rates of crime. Such situations may in fact be more likely, since it is public knowledge that our officers are unarmed. Well-equipped criminals may actually be encouraged to exploit their advantage where they know they will face under-equipped police.

Though this is a “worst case” scenario, it need only occur once in order to yield tragic results. It was not long ago that a student was shot and wounded in Blanton Hall: an event that might have been avoided had officers been able to act more rapidly with prudence.

The opposition that Campus Police are now facing, however, is a consequence of their own making. As part of their appeal they have been showing previously undisclosed photographs of numerous confiscated weapons. This was a good argument for their case, but it was also proof that they have been shirking their legal responsibility to fully inform us of the dangers that face us via the weekly campus police blotter.

Although Director Calitre feels he is advancing the interests of the school by withholding information, it is unjustifiable, as the Montclair has contended all along, for him to break state and federal disclosure laws in the process.

We understand the need for an armed police force on campus. We also understand, however, that Calitre’s misguided zeal in controlling what information should or should not be released is directly responsible for the lack of public support on this issue. Unfortunately, his mistakes may prove to be costly. Ask the student who was shot.
MONTCLARION MAILBAG
Believe it or not

Who was that "Dr." James Sire, and why was his lecture so questionable- misrepresented?

I saw flyers stating "why should anyone believe anything at all?" representing a lecture by "Dr." James Sire. Any other flyers I have ever seen have always clearly named the group which organized the activity. This one did not. Free food was offered as probably another incentive to go.

When I got there, I saw that it was sponsored by the Christian Fellowship. At that moment I overestimated them in thinking that this would remain within intellectual boundaries. I then received a bibliography sheet with the name James W. Sire on it. No "Dr." this time.

Were they afraid that no one would show if they knew who organized it, or if (perhaps) the lecturer didn't have a doctorate?

On one side of the bibliography sheet was the question "why do people believe?" and an outline of reasons that people believe things. The other side of the sheet held the question, "why should anyone believe Christianity is true?" and the statement, "There are six basic reasons - or families of reasons - why anyone should believe Christianity is true." Notice the "are" and the "should."

For what was obviously purporting itself to be an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason. It tried to represent itself as an intellectual forum, this whole thing was painfully lacking the element of reason.

"Should" just isn't a word used in the intellectual context pertaining to religious beliefs. This has no place in our public colleges and universities, especially since it weasels its way through misrepresentation. Many people have already been misled by these tactics. Misleadership should also have been in his outline of why people believe.

Cheryl Trimmer

And I Quote

This is in response to the letter in last week's MONTCLARION about the enrollment of minority students, particularly Asian students. There were two errors in the Star-Ledger article in which I was quoted. The percent of our undergraduates who identify themselves as a member of an ethnic minority group is 30%, not 36%. Secondly, Asians are included in this figure. For the record, of this fall's 8600 undergraduates who reported their ethnicity, 10.4% were African-American, 4.5% were Asian, 14.4% were Latino, 4% were Native American, and 70.3% were white.

Lee Wilcox
Vice-President for Student Development and Campus Life

Brain drain unocked

I would like to respond to a letter entitled "Brain Drain," that was written by Frank DeSefano and published in last week's MONTCLARION.

As a member of a sorority here at MSU, I would like to defend both my decision and the decisions of others to join a Greek organization. I regard my sorority as my family and would be there for any friend of mine that was not a member of the sorority as well. You see, even though we all belong to the same organization (or "family," if you will), we are still comprised of people; we come from different towns and different upbringings. The most important things that we share is our love and respect for one another.

Contrary to what you have already decided about me, I have not become "brainwashed and absorbed into the ways of [my sorority]." I have remained the same person. I always was before I ever considered becoming a part of Greek life. I have the same values, in life and the same respect for the people around me. The only thing that has changed is the experience I've gained by sharing opinions and having fun with the very diverse people that I call my sisters. I have never regarded those students who are not involved in fraternities or sororities as "outsiders," "nomads" or "peons." I have many friends who are not Greek and hold the same amount of respect for them as I do for my sisters. I have dated men who are not members of fraternities as well. The Greek establishment is something that is not for them and I respect that.

As for the painted rocks, they are not meant to be a "sign of dominance," but of pride in the family that we belong to. Just as you would decorate the door, mailbox, or floor mat of your home with your name, we decorate our home (MSU) with our names. So instead of viewing us with such malice, try to see us for what we really are - students who have found their niche in college and are happier people because of it.

Melissa Gaskill

Letter policy

The MONTCLARION supports a free and open exchange of opinions on any relevant issue via our letter page. Submissions should be delivered to the office of the MONTCLARION, room 113, Student Center Annex, care of Editorial Editor. Authors of works are responsible for contents therein. Letters may be edited for brevity or libel. All compositions must be typed.

Editor's Note

While all contributions are welcomed to the editorial section, I am forced to limit submissions to two typed pages doubled spaced to be handed in no later than Mondays at 3:30 pm.
**Every leader wants a good follower**

The thought police are coming. Beware... Actually, they've been here for quite some time. But now they're in power, and they have big plans.

The thought police are political figures, media types, and generally annoying individuals or organizations who think they know best what's right for Johnny, and everyone else and now they're your representatives. Running mostly against President Clinton's economic policies, and sixty years of New Deal Liberalism, the Republicans won and unprecedented victory during the midterm elections. A victory they are now claiming as a mandate for their social and moral convictions.

Have you ever bought a tie that you thought matched your suit at home, but when you got back you realized you were a couple of shades off? That's how the American public is going to feel really soon if the new leadership chooses to ignore the fiscal crisis it's inherited and instead wages war on America's culture.

Disguised mostly as Southern Conservatives, but taking their cue from Reagan they get their wish: a separation between Church and State and equality, which is still not fully reached, here in your liberty-and-justice-for-all-America. It doesn't matter that the First Amendment is vague and must be adapted to fit the needs of an ever changing society. That's what the Constitution spells out is a separation between Church and State. The Republicans, led by that lizard, er, News of a Speaker, will tell you that America is one nation under God; that the First Amendment is vague and must be adapted to fit the needs of an ever changing society. That's what the Constitution spells out is a separation between Church and State. The Republicans, led by that lizard, er, News of a Speaker, will tell you that America is one nation under God; that the First Amendment is vague and must be adapted to fit the needs of an ever changing society. That's what the Constitution spells out is a separation between Church and State. The Republicans, led by that lizard, er, News of a Speaker, will tell you that America is one nation under God; that the First Amendment is vague and must be adapted to fit the needs of an ever changing society. That's what the Constitution spells out is a separation between Church and State. The Republicans, led by that lizard, er, News of a Speaker, will tell you that America is one nation under God;
I was always told never to argue with a fool, for they only make ME look foolish. This explains, nicely, why I haven’t responded to the MONTCLARION coverage concerning the Confederate flag issue, or the recent Winter Ball incident. However, the time has come for me to stop turning the other cheek.

At first, the MONTCLARION was very fair in it’s reporting the news of the Confederate flag incident. They soon returned to form with their Nov. 10 issue, in which I was depicted as a “good” for using outdated policies in jury selection. Of course they failed to mention some facts. Firstly, that the policies on file in the Greek Council office should have been updated by any of the last three Greek Council secretaries in office since the anger at it wasn’t voiced. Then, I publicly took responsibility for the error, as a leader should, and took steps to make things right. So I’m a “good.” Brilliant analysis, guys.

The Nov. 17 issue was no more responsible. Since when does the NEWS story entitled, “Delta Kappa Psi found guilty by jury of ‘conduct unbecoming the Greek community’” offer a forum to explore my past, especially an incident in which I accepted full responsibility and punishment? In that issue, the MONTCLARION reported that I was brought up to an SGA ad-hoc Committee for abuse of power stemming from “The Squirrel Caper” (MONTCLARION 3/592 p1), and stated “…have yourself a witch hunt. I don’t give a shit.” OOPPS! Sorry Mr. Calle and company, it actually stated as “…have yourself a witch hunt. I didn’t do shit.” (MONTCLARION 3/592 p1). Come on boys, it’s your own damn paper, you took the time to dig up that quote from 2 1/2 years ago, but you somehow made an “innocent” mistake in republishing it? “Put me on trial, I don’t care,” is a far cry from “put me on trial I want to in the past, but if I had to prove to those out to divide us that we are in fact strong for sport. (But it’s not proper to do that ad nauseam with everyone for sport. (It’s not proper to do that ad nauseam with everyone)

To be specific for a moment I would like to address some of my facts individually. George Obleschewski, I thank you for bringing up the totally irrelevant subject of “the Squirrel Caper” Since you write “The Couch Potato Update” for the MONTCLARION, I should have expected that you would be the one to furnish them with a quote that opened the door for my past to beexplored, and my past to be exploited for your purpose. Louis Cafiero 111, although your letter thoroughly amused me, you are a fool. Get your facts straight about both the promise of Delta Kappa Psi judicial court, and my own AD-HOC Committee hearing. If you did you would realize that 1) The jury in Delta Kappa Psi agreed that the flag was in full display, and believed that the context of the display constituted a fraternity act, and 2) That two Greeks, in an act totally unlinkable to their fraternity, were disciplines in a court of law for their crime, but brought to an ad-hoc Committee for an unrelated charge.

To be specific for a moment I would like to address some of my facts individually. George Obleschewski, I thank you for bringing up the totally irrelevant subject of “the Squirrel Caper” Since you write “The Couch Potato Update” for the MONTCLARION, I should have expected that you would be the one to furnish them with a quote that opened the door for my past to beexplored, and my past to be exploited for your purpose. Louis Cafiero 111, although your letter thoroughly amused me, you are a fool. Get your facts straight about both the promise of Delta Kappa Psi judicial court, and my own AD-HOC Committee hearing. If you did you would realize that 1) The jury in Delta Kappa Psi agreed that the flag was in full display, and believed that the context of the display constituted a fraternity act, and 2) That two Greeks, in an act totally unlinkable to their fraternity, were disciplines in a court of law for their crime, but brought to an ad-hoc Committee for an unrelated charge.

Hypocrite, I think not. The fact that you wrote what you did only goes to prove the effect that the MONTCLARION has on some of it’s more impressionable readers, and how the bias of its coverage can and does misrepresent facts in order to sway opinion.

Anthony O’Donnell. Who are you? Have we ever met? Have we ever discussed anything about which you have written? Do you know me? I’ve heard that you are some kind of academic whiz, well, you have proven yourself a hypocrite. How dare you hide behind your pen and pad while calling me an “invertebrate,” the mere fact that we’ve never met proves to me that is the case. I and those who know me acknowledge that I am one of the strongest, most committed student leaders at this school, and if I have a strong belief, I stick to it. So the Squirrel Caper issue brings to mind that perhaps this is the way to keep those of us who mean the most in our hearts.

Dr. Anthony Costa, I don’t know how he puts up with all your sh*t. Calle, Calle, Calle. I have quite a bit of respect for you, but your assertion that I am “all wit” as leader of Greek Council is absurd. You are not active in the Greek community, under informed, and overly opinionated, which naturally qualifies you as a good judge of my abilities and accomplishments. Hey George, I look forward to 2 hour arguments with you about why the sky is blue, or why M&Ms don’t melt in your hand--you know important stuff that only proves to me that you undervalue this school, and don’t know how to deal with everyone.

Those in the public who know us and know what we are really are about us, but those who don’t understand, and only believe what they read in rags like the MONTCLARION, and believe what they see when they watch “animal house” need to see what those who praise us see. The positive, the thousands of kind words and deeds we offer, giving toys and food to needy children during the holidays, the laughter and tears that are shared brother to brother and sister to sister, the unique opportunity we have to make the most of our days here with the people that mean the most in our hearts. Don’t allow anyone to take that away. Sometimes in families, a brother or sister needs to be reminded of their impact on the group—and that should be done as privately as possible, so that I apologize to the brothers of Delta Kappa Psi, in the hopes that they, and all Greeks at least understand whether they agreed with my decision to prosecute or not that we must tend to our own, in order to prove to those out to divide us that we are in fact strong enough to lead our lives without challenge. Just remember “we sink, we swim, we rise, we fall, we meet our fate together,” so please behave, for though I’m not a watch dog or a cop, We are all brother’s (sister’s) keepers, and now, the world is watching. I love being your leader, and I will do anything to keep our stock rising, no matter what it costs me personally. Stay strong and don’t stress.

Michael Anthony Costa,
Greek Council President
If Wilson Santos was willing to consider the feelings of those of us who do not enjoy victim status, maybe he would have an inkling of what has happened here. The vast majority of us have been reminded so often, and for so long, of the horrors visited upon people of African ancestry in this country that it has become a permanent part of our thinking. I don’t doubt that the denial of some is so strong that they just can’t be reached but for most of us this isn’t so. Most of us see the treatment of the African in America as a shameful history of unspeakable cruelty. We know that a system of apartheid existed in this country until recently and that habitual and institutional discrimination is still suffered by Blacks.

And so we ask ourselves what we can do. The obvious answer is to scrupulously avoid discriminating on the basis of race and to simply treat one’s fellows with the love and respect due to every human being. But there is a feeling - and it gets plenty of encouragement - that one has to go a little further in order to make up for the past. This is bitterly ironic because it easily results in assuming a patronizing manner, as when one expresses pity to a crippled person. Yet it seems better to err on the side of solicitude, so we continue in this way.

It comes as a shock, therefore, when having developed this discipline of consideration we find our efforts thrown back in our faces. We try to live, day by day, aware of our fellows’ difficulties, yet still find ourselves stigmatized by some as insensitive, ignorant, and of course, racist.

Still we forbear, trying to convince ourselves that the stand-offishness and the hair-trigger hypersensitivity of some vocal people is just a regrettable, but perhaps inevitable, consequence of a history of persecution. But we also begin to wonder what we can possibly do to breach the gap.

We continue living with an alert sensitivity but we begin to wonder whether some important people are being willfully perverse and making progress more difficult than it has to be. Then one day some of our fellows act with such thoughtlessness and intolerance that we’re driven to cry, “Enough!”

God knows I wish the men of OSAU the greatest success in their lives. But I don’t wish success to the aggressive, self-righteous separatism that I believe motivated their recent actions. If I am a “proponent of hate” and an “agitator” as Wilson Santos has branded me, then I am a proponent of hatred toward separatism and menace, and an agitator for fair and equal treatment.

That’s what this was about: anger at the application of acknowledging is already true: Hussein may currently be silent, but his potential threat is not yet gone. Some officials have expressed major concern over the nuclear devices North Korea is now toying with. Predictions of countries, such as North Korea, having nuclear power to destroy Western Hemisphere nation within 10-15 years is not only realistic, but extremely alarming. Arguments for reduced military spending due to the so-called end of the Cold War appear frivolous when faced with these facts.

Despite the proposal, some officials are admitting that the US military was not well enough equipped to defuse Saddam Hussein! What if it was not maintained sufficiently enough to counter any surprise disturbances, for that matter (as many officials have recently been bemused by the knowledge given)? Hussein may currently be silent, but his potential threat is not yet gone. Some officials have expressed major concern over the nuclear devices North Korea is now toying with. Predictions of countries, such as North Korea, having nuclear power to destroy Western Hemisphere nations within 10-15 years is not only realistic, but extremely alarming. Arguments for reduced military spending due to the so-called end of the Cold War appear frivolous when faced with these facts.

Did you hear the news? President Clinton is seeking to bolster U.S. military preparedness. He has proposed to spend an “extra” $25 billion over the next six years in an effort to, in his own words, “remain the best-trained, best-equipped, best fighting force on earth.” The proposal would help finance more training and equipment maintenance, modernize weapons, upgrade military maintenance, modernize weapons, upgrade military
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On Nov. 8 many Americans were deluged into thinking the Republicans’ quixotic “Contract with America” was the solution to the liberal agenda of President Clinton. Then comes the contract holds former President Reagan’s “still to be tested” promise to cut taxes to the middle class and wealthy people, balance the Federal Budget, and make sharp cuts on welfare (GOP welfare reform will be analyzed in another column). However, the Republicans’ approach will only benefit the rich.

What is of most interest to students about this agenda is the anti-middle class changes made on students’ grants and loans. Speaker Presumptive Gingrich has asked his allies to support cuts in such grants. According to Catherine S. Manegold of The New York Times, “Mr. Gingrich has asked that students’ loans be rewritten so that interest begins to accrue while students are in school, rather than being deferred, which means almost $10 billion in savings in five years.” If this is enforced, our loan costs could jump from 20 to 30 percent. It is disheartening that a man who obtained many student votes seems to care more in saving $10 billion for government and affluent people than for higher education.

Republicans also offer to reduce government spending by $7 billion, but the GOP staff on the House Budget Committee calculated that the proposed cuts will total $220 million. This means a tax increase to pay for the lost services or cuts on many social services that help indigent Americans, leaving many of them in poverty, and subsequently causing our standard of living to decline.

On top of that, Representatives John R. Kasich of Ohio and Senator Gramm favor additional spending reductions that are hurtful to the poor. Kasich has proposed $176 billion in cuts on essential governmental programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. Gramm also approves reduction in the budget of the Department of Health and Human Services, Education and Housing and Urban Development. Lastly, the primary item of the agenda calls for a constitutional amendment that will require a balanced Federal Budget by the year 2002. To achieve this goal, there has to be an additional $700 billion in spending cuts or tax increases, but Republicans have not indicated where the money will come from.

GOP lawmakers will also try to amend the anti-crime bill passed this summer by cutting the $5.3 billion approved for preventive programs. It is ironic that they advocate the death penalty to stem crime, while wanting to eliminate programs that might deter many youths from committing a felony. It’s similar to the drug case in this country. We can’t try to intercept drug smuggling without programs to counsel people about the results of drug consumption. Besides, the much advocated capital punishment has not been such a great deterrent in many states and only cost tax payers as a result of the endless appeals by defendants in death row.

There are other standards in the Republican anti-crime clause which I consider noteworthy. For instance, they propose to pass a law that would set limits on Federal appeals by death row convicts. They will also lobby for laws that would allow police to use evidence seized “improperly;” cut back on the defendant rights; to limit the extent of Miranda warnings that the police use to advise people of their constitutional rights; and to limit the recovery of punitive damages. Some of these soundless measures surely threaten constitutional rights.

Republicans also vow to increase military spending. Many of want to resurrect Star Wars, the anti-missile defense network, and increase spending in the already high $263 billion Pentagon budget. Conservative Larry Combest, who will oversee matters pertaining to the CIA in the House, has also suggested that the agency budget be increased, even though a $355 million new and unnecessary agency is being constructed. The President has heard much criticism for cuts in military spending announced Thursday, that seek a $25 billion increase over the next six years. It is absurd to commit more money in the military when the cold war is over and peace is flowering in the Middle East. It is also unjustified to eliminate the much needed social services for the poor to add to the Pentagon budget. There is nothing wrong with having great military power and overses security, but the problem is that US global interests and obligations exceed available resources. The US is already the highest spending member of NATO in terms of percentage of GNP. Nonetheless, I agree with Republican leaders’ attempt to press for more money for troop salaries.

In the first 100 days in Congress, Republicans will also introduce a plan to restrict the involvement of American troops in peacekeeping operations, particularly when the troops will serve under the United Nations command. I vehemently believe it is our task as the Super Power to aid nations in their transition to peace. Also, we cannot turn our backs on the needy nations of Latin America and Africa, from which this country has greatly benefited - most of the time illicitly - economically and politically.

The Republicans’ agenda should be renamed “Contract with the Rich,” since it will only result in harm to American poor, hard-working families, and students.

From the Left

by Frank Fleischman III

Last week’s main editorial, “Conduct Unbecoming” has forced me to take a position on the whole hubbub over the Confederate flag, and the behavior of members of Greek fraternities. I am writing this column to inject some sanity into the whole debate, and hopefully corrupt the controversies die their deserved deaths.

As a columnist, I set my own guidelines with regard to subject matter. I try to write about things I feel are important to myself as well as my readers. Fleischman’s first rule of determining subject matter: comment upon and publicize controversy, but don’t fight a battle that does not concern you.

As I watched the Confederate flag incident unfurl (pardon the pun), I told myself to stay out of it. I felt that this concerned the Greek fraternities, and the African-American population. On a higher level, I saw it as a battle between free speech and censorship, with me rooting for the First Amendment side. In hindsight, however, I am beginning to see more sinister and ominous during the hysteria the appearance of special interests and political opportunism.

I speak here of the “politically correct” forces on the campus and the opponents of political correctness. This divided the campus into two groups, and those who didn’t support either side were the ones truly hurt. An insignificant event that was not meant to offend anyone or send a message became an asinine power struggle.

The mainstream media decided to make this look like a closed case of blatant racism in the world of Greek fraternities. Personally, I don’t know much about fraternity business, I know some people enjoy that sort of thing, I won’t join a fraternity, so I leave them to their own devices.

However, I feel it wrong to accuse the entire Greek community of racism for an isolated event that had no racist implications anyway. Long before the whole incident was made into a free speech issue, I decided that although it was the First Amendment right to Delta Kappa Psi to display the flag, the incident was not a free speech issue. Someone didn’t want their property to become damaged, so they put it somewhere where it wouldn’t be, albeit in public view.

I can just imagine the anti-P.C. forces out there patting themselves on the back for finally making the young leftist Fleischman see the error of politically correct ideas. Don’t celebrate yet. You’re getting yours next.

One might ask if I agreed with the verdict and the sentence that Delta Kappa Psi received. No, I did not, nor do I now. An honest mistake should not have been punished, nor does Delta Kappa Psi have anything to apologize for.

I am very disappointed with certain members of the OSU for contributing to the glamorization of the issue to make it look racist. Also, the offer to program events that help to promote racial sensitivity should have been well-received.

I am also disappointed with those who attempted to make this whole incident look like the handiwork of the “thought-police” to further their own agendas and to bash “politically correct” (read left-wing) ideas and people at MSU. I also feel that some of my colleagues at the MONTCLARION, saw it to be their responsibility to protect the university against itself and be the beacon of anti-P.C. thought. I say this because, although I have been at this university only a year, many faculty members and students have told me that past executive boards of the MONTCLARION have never taken upon a political, much less essentially right-wing attitude.

I align myself neither with the politically correct, the politically incorrect, nor the neutral. The idea of political correctness, i.e. understanding and being sensitive to others and their political and cultural values, is the highest goal of humanity. However, I don’t believe that this goal can be attained through speech codes and hate crime legislation. It must be cultivated in the human character.

Somebody will always be offended by what another does or says. It is something we just all live with. However, when ideology and political opportunists with axes to grind get in the way, then we must all take a step back, and once again find what is truly important.
1. THINK SANTA IS GOING TO JUDGE ME
2. I MEAN, LET'S FACE IT, A LOT OF CHRISTMAS LOTS IS AT STAKE HERE, AND THE CONSTITUTION SAYS NO PERSON SHALL BE DISCredits OF PROPERTY WITHOUT DUE PROCESS OF LAW.
3. OH NO, AS MY LAWYER, YOU NEED TO REPEL THE FACTS OF MY CASE.
4. RIGHT. WELL, OR TO Get You a Good Judge. You Need At the.time, At the.time of TELLING CRIMES.
5. I'M THINKING AN EXPERT SHOULD I ADD ANYTHING TO YOUR CASE?
6. RIGHT? BUT SEE, THERE ARE CERTAIN THINGS A GOOD LAWYER CAN DO THAT MIGHT LOOK DIFFERENT IN A CERTAIN LIGHT, IF ONE DON'T CONSIDER ALL THE MIGHTING CIRCUMSTANCES.
7. WELL, I'M THINKING AN EXPERT SHOULD I ADD ANYTHING TO YOUR CASE?
8. OK, TO THE LAST YEAR, I OUGHT TO BE ENTITLED TO LEGAL REPRESENTATION.
9. LET'S FACE IT, A LOT OF CHRISTMAS LOTS IS AT STAKE HERE, AND THE CONSTITUTION SAYS NO PERSON SHALL BE DISCredits OF PROPERTY WITHOUT DUE PROCESS OF LAW.
10. BUT I TELL YOU, I'M TAKING IT UP.
11. ANOTHER SHOCK ANALYSIS UNDER RECOGNIZED CRIMES. I HATE TO TELL YOU, I'M TAKING IT UP.
12. I'M LEARNING I NEED MY OWN TV SO I CAN WATCH SOMEPLACE ELSE.
13. RIGHT, BUT SEE, THERE ARE CERTAIN THINGS A GOOD LAWYER CAN DO THAT MIGHT LOOK DIFFERENT IN A CERTAIN LIGHT, IF ONE DON'T CONSIDER ALL THE MIGHTING CIRCUMSTANCES.
14. DONT CHEAT!
15. CALVIN AND HOBBES
16. THE FAR SIDE
17. MONTCLAIRON
**Aries: (Mar. 21–Apr. 19)** You’ll have a nasty accident, but luckily you’ll be wearing adult diapers.

**Taurus: (Apr. 20–May 20)** You’ll feel embarrassed when breakdancers use the word “bad” and you don’t know it actually means “good.”

**Gemini: (May 21–June 23)** You’ll have a fall that’s so nasty it will burst your colostomy bag.

**Cancer: (June 22–July 22)** The stars will be friendly to you. Well, at least they won’t stab you in the back like your other so-called friends.

**Leo: (July 23–Aug. 23)** You’ll meet a special person in your laxative addiction support group.

**Virgo: (Aug. 23–Sept. 22)** Your simple mistake of spilling soup on toast will make a delicious treat that will change the way humans eat, but you won’t make a lousy dime off it.

**Libra: (Sept. 23–Oct. 23)** Teach patriotism to your children by tattooing the stars and stripes on their chests at birth.

**Scorpio: (Oct. 24–Nov. 21)** Get anger out of your system and do something useful by giving the kitchen a good scrubbing with the scalp of a hated enemy.

**Sagittarius: (Nov. 22–Dec. 21)** Trust your animal instincts. Hide in a shrub for the postman, and when he comes, leap on him and tear out his jugular.

**Capricorn: (Dec. 22–Jan. 19)** Your attempt to impress friends by keenly balancing utensils on your nose will be thwarted when a soup ladle falls down your throat.

**Aquarius: (Jan. 20–Feb. 18)** Follow your heart. It will fall out of your chest and bounce down the street like a silly rubber cat toy.

**Pisces: (Feb. 19–Mar. 20)** Your pyloric valve will seal up and the attending violent flatulence will make a mockery of your soft shoe routines.

© 1993 by Onion Features Syndicate
SICKER THAN RALPH BY MIKE KELLY

Hey! Kid! What's your friend's name?

Ohhh...

Mr. Yam Head is my buddy.

He's got steel-tipped shoes.

He's got a problem...

Yeah. You.

I love you, Mr. Yam Head.

Mr. Yam Head: The Mr. Potato Head discount alternative.

I've got a knife.

I heard that.

Available at these fine stores:

Woolworths
K-Mart
Tiny Tots
Ricklees

Coming Soon!

Li'l Potty Yam Head

I need a drink.

MR. YAM HEAD

LOST IN NEW JERSEY BY PAUL HOLMES

Hello Boys & Girls. It's time for stories. By Uncle Clooney!

Once upon a time there was a brave knight...

He was a bit of a drinker...

Belch...

But there was a problem.

Exit

He was beautiful and strong.

And he had the best job in the world.

ZZZZZZ!

But once upon a time there was a brave knight...
COMMUTER STUDENT EXTRA!!!!!!!

This is straight from our home office in Upper Montclair, NJ.

The top ten signs that your neighbor has TOO MANY Christmas lights:

10: You go blind looking out your window.
9: YOUR electric bill has mysteriously increased.
8: Your lights dim everytime their’s blinks.
7: Snow does not accumulate with in a five block radius.
6: The average temperature in your neighborhood is ten degrees above the national average.
5: They have to take out a 2nd mortgage to pay their electric bill.
3: Scientists have discovered that magnetic north is now next door to you.
2: The snow men in the neighborhood all have tan lines.
1: The PSE&G people are waving hello and smiling as they circle your block.

THEATRE OF THE ABSURD

OK, I haven’t really talked about this that much in my articles; well, I never really did talk about this in my articles.....Alright, I wasn’t going to talk about this in my articles, but I had thoughts about talking about this in my...

GET ON WITH IT!!!

OK OK. I HATE MONDAYS!!! Now, it isn’t for the normal “I hate Monday” reasons, in fact most of you don’t know how painful Mondays can REALLY be! “Why, oh great John J. O’Sullivan, are Mondays terrible wretched hell?” I’m glad you asked that, fair reader, the reason why I hate Mondays are because of.....PERSONALS!!! AAAAAAARGHRRRRGGGGHHHHHHH!!!

Oops, excuse me. Anyway, I wake up on Monday, go to my morning classes, and then I go into the Student Center Cafe. Faster than you can say “Anbesol™”, 3,493,427,979 people come up to me with little ratty slips of paper with various “stay strong, don’t stress” messages. This Monday I had to run for my life out of the cafeteria; sorority sisters and Theta Xi™ Brothers tackled me, held my arms, and shoved little slips of paper in every pocket in my trench coat. Luckily, I was able to gnaw off my both of my arms that they were holding me by, and escaped. The only problem now is that I have to type with my nose, but that’s okay.

When I finally arrived to the MONTCLARION™, sans arms, I was greeted by one of our fine secretaries with an evil grin smeared on her face. “Hey John, take a look!” She opened up the box, and personals just sprung up to the ceiling. “Have fun...Muhahahahahahah!”

“John, you don’t want to go up to the cafeteria; oh by the way, here’s about 237,983 more personals. Bring in the truck!”

Or was it...aaaaaaaaRRRGGGGHHHHHHHHH

(Insert explosion here.)

John J. O’Sullivan is Dictator and Chair of the Spontaneous Combustion Committee. Don’t screw with me, or I’ll make you blow up!!!!

TASTELESS JOKE FUN!
WITH CANDICE MEYER

A teacher gives her third grade class a writing assignment. She tells her class to use the word contagious in a sentence and to be prepared to read their sentence aloud the following day in class. The next day comes and the teacher asks for any volunteers to read their sentence aloud. Little Tommy raises his hand and then reads from his paper, “My brother has the chicken pox and my mother says they are contagious.”

“Very good Tommy, any other volunteers? Go ahead Michelle,” says the teacher.

“My dad always says that a bad attitude is contagious,” says Michelle.

“Very good Michelle, well let’s have one more volunteer. Chris, how about you?”

“My aunt was painting the house yellow and it took that cunt ages to finish!”
Allison Kern | D Phi E

when I am without you tool
Samantha and Hoathor (D Phi E)

Just kidding. You'ra cool
Jeff (T Phi B) Here's you personal. Now stop bugging mil

#1 Familyl Thanks for always biing then, I wouldn't be
I'm always hire if yog mod mil I love yal You're awasomi.

them better. He isn't good for youl I love youl

Ceylan - I'm glad I didn't FUCK things up, I probably made
just ute men for all they're worthl (pt don't tell Joe I

Jim Norris, «a would like to an that big rad firo belli

When ia dinner? Mookie if you have the milk we have the
wrote you thill)

To #152 AIX,

CARPAL TUNNEL HERE I COME, RI6HT BACK WHERE I

again!

Jim & Erik -
I Ion you nerit «¡«tor. Wi'n jotta couple of porfeet TOil

What an awaiomo twoiomi Birthday Party! Lit'« do it

Han tbi martini landed in yoar room yit?

Hiy Vic (T Pbi B) - Lit'« iobir ip and elm  gp again

always bin fir yul Think« for bibyiittiij mi, for ilwiyi
biiij tbon fir mi, lid for jilt biinj yoil

Kriitu #153 AIX - Lovi ind Siitirbud it firivir. I'm

Thiy llki mill Tbiy rully LIKE MEIIIII YAVIII
doni. We «11 |«vi yog 'nose yog typo up ill thin

To Jibi J. O'Sillivan (TX),
StlVi and Bryan (TX)

December Babies are tlia but. Lit'« jit wittid...it tbi

Donna (Sigma)
Sigmas - Once again. A hell of a good timel!

Luv, your littlo
Love, Apt 307B |D Phi E)

#154

Lon, #154

-JJO'S

Lon and Sisterhood, #154

Apt. 307b

Lon and Sisterhood, #154

AIX - Tnii

Mio C (D Phi E)

Congrats to tho Nu eless of D Phi El I lovi youl

Meyer and Kevin (D Phi E) You guys are the best

concrete - I love you

Mishka-
Two years ago I said I'd explore the moon for you. I wish I

did, because I help you when you're gone.

Lena, Max

Mat - I’d suggest you not sit in parking lots.

Mish-
Congrats to the Mu class of D Phi E! I love you

JJO’S

You are a SAINT for bearing the patience to type all these
parameters. We worship you.

The Montclarion Secretarial Staff

WHAT ABOUT ????????? I WANT SOME ATTENTION! I
TYPE THESE THINGS IN TOOOOOO!!

Wow, this is the “We love JJO’S” edition of the
parameters. I’d love to take all the credit myself, because I’m an
organism and I love attention, but let us not forget it is
also Tom Tracy that types these infernal little things in as
well. But, if you want to, you may worship me.

JJO’S

Ruxie (AO)
I don’t think Jimbo appreciated your shout!
Love, Robin

My Tails,
Our date made clear why you are so attractive — we are
kindred spirits. I intend to get my degree, so you should
sneer yours. I would very much like to take you up on our
bed & breakfast deal. It is your move. One love.
Your Chancellor

To the Ine Woman,
You definitely aren’t frigid, and I would love like to
warm me up in the right plans.
Your real man.

To: Thales and Ray,
Once again you give the First to succeed. Congrats
from FB2 and the rest of the Brothers of Lambda Theta Phi.

To Ray, FB2
Thank you for your love and support.

Lena, FB2

To Venance, I had a great weekend. All our weekends
should be like that.
Lena, Augustine.
Dron (Phi Beta Sigma)
You're the best thing that's ever come into my life. Thanks for your patience, your support, and the memories. I love you.
Love, Kris

April (Sigma)
I couldn't ask for a better big or a more wonderful friend! I love you. Thanks for everything. I'll stand by you!
Love, 'Lil Kris.

To Melanie,
Sorry we didn't have a good summer. Hopefully the next will be better.
Love, "ZQ"

To: [Redacted]
I miss our 3pm, 8pm, 12am. Fights in our room. F82

Mr. Kresen's - I want to thank you like an animal

Wish - What advice would I give if you parked at the end of the street?

Mal

Bryan & Meaning (Mo. 1a) I love you guys!
Love #154

JJD'S (Montclarion)
Keep up the good work. School's almost out!!!
Love, Laren #152

Cynator (AIX)
Go Masking-Mean!!!
Love ya, Laren #152

Laren, AIX #156 (Dead)
Happy 4th, Love ya
Room #156 AIX (Eat)

Love, (AIX)
Happy 20th, Do okay!!
Love ya! Laren #152

Dana (Montclarion)
Thanks for Friday, it was fun!
Love, Laren #152

Ann Marie (AIX)
Hi Big, just wanted to say that I love you!
Love, little Laren #152

Pamela, (Sigma)
I would take care of you anytime, because I love you!
Love, Andres (Sigma)

She (#Sigma)
How did you test us?

Owen (AIX)
You're a really cool and nice guy. It was nice knowing you, but stay away from me or I'll punch you! Just kidding!

Nicholakas (AIX)

Michelle (Sigma)
I love you but I need my drinkers, jeans, sweatshirt, socks, shoes and the kitchen sink!
Love, Andres (Sigma)

To all "Butterman" Sigma
I made sure we were all breathing and an ambulance wasn't needed.
I love you guys, Andres (Sigma)

To the single table,
You girls were the best 7 dates I've ever had.
Love, Robin

Sun (AIX)
Dran't Myers and Herbett look great on Friday Night?
Love, Carly

To all the Sisters of AO the formal was definitely the best event!!

To the new E-board of Theta Xi: I LOVE YOU GUYS!!!
STAY STRONG!!! CONGRATULATIONS!!! (Especially to me)
JJDG, Gamma Mu 45 (72)

To Everyone,
Lena Benda to Blasian Africa. Thurs. Dec 8 @ 6:30pm
Paddle Head Jr.
The forest burned down and the field flooded. Enough said! Paddle Head Jr.

Krisi: I'm happy to see you tonight.
Love, Sunny

Signs Delta Phi,
Thanks for a wonderful night.
Former sister, Joan Leigh

Ted: Thanks for the Peach Room

" - "Charity"
" - "Krisi"
" - "Night"

Love, Joan Leigh

Krista,
What a night - 2:30 with Krisi!
Woo! Woo!

Gamma Chi (SDP)
We won the champ
All the other sisters were the toaster CRUMPS!!

Joan

Jennifer Draneke (Sigma)
You are the most awesome big sister. Thanks for making my first formal special! I love you;

Joan Leigh

Frummers (Sigma)
Thanks for the cigarette burn.

Love, Joan

Rich (Phi Beta Sigma)
Baby, you're the best, that's all I can say.
Love, Krisi (you know Joan alone...)!

Inste (O Phi E)
I miss hanging out! Let's make a Margarita date!

Love, Margie

Jake, there again for the section on Saturday - I love the shopping Bug! Peace, T-C

Mallory, Donna, Dana, Debbie, Kitty.
I will see you all at Sigma Spanish next semester!

Love, Dr. Rigol.

Chrii (Sigma)
All I want for Christmas is a cow! Love, Troy

John (AEP)
Save better delivered! Love the Realtor 309A

Manos (APH) I guess "get lucky" is a good name for you!

Is this a rollercoaster ride? (I've never called you wrong before)

Love, (Sigma)

Jake, I've experienced a tremendous crossing.

Certain things must remain OFF the table!!!

I just can't believe I've been picked out!

Rich (Phi Beta Sigma)
Baby, love you FOR-EVER-ER!

Love, Krisi

Rich (Phi Beta Sigma)
Those for a wonderful night. I especially love you. Dons

one always.

Love, Krisi

Jean (Sigma)

SMOOTHIE SMOOCHIE you we do have you!

Love, Krisi

Nicole (SDP) (AO)
How was the wedding I heard you got legal!

Love, Robin

Laurane (AO) You did a great job on the formal!

Love, Robin

Cherie (AO)
You are the best little

Love, Your Big.

To all AO Sisters - I had a great time at the formal. I will miss you guys most semester. Thanks for being there for me.

-ZE 56

Krisi (AO)
I have nothing to say. I'm confused and you know about what!

Chrii (450)

Cindy - When are we going to clean out your car again? Will.Weak?

-Crissy

Laura (Phi Sig)
Look who's getting the call? Yes!

Shane

Theater Can't wait for Christmas party! We are going to have the best time.

Monica

Stephanie (Theta)
Can you still smiling? I love you little!

-Monica

Jim & Fyll

You're a great girl! We love our Sunday night movies!

Love, Amy

Theta

Bryan & Mimi (Mo. 74)
We have to watch the movies for those Stone Temple Pilots CDs

-Monica (Theta)

Stoney (Theta)
Who are we going to come out with us? We miss you!

Love, Big, Monica

Theta - You have to stop walking in on people, am I right?

Monica

ZBT - What would you do without me? It's bad enough you drive around at 90 mph! But then you stop before you stop or avoid them completely. I'll never ride with you again, I hope you all crash your cars and burn up in a fiery ball!!

Sendor, Seeking out what a ride.

It's metric, get rid of Christi!

Rich (Sigma) - Sorry you had to wait till phase 5 was over to get anything!

Love, Joanie (Sigma)

Pooie (Sigma)
That Peach Room gets kind of hot, doesn't it?

Love, Jane

Sigma

Theo

Sue for the best ever, and my first! Love you all, Krista.

Crack Addict.
That's the last time we let you and Mark go to the Video Store alone. NO MORE STICKY FINGERS!

Love, Katid, Heidi, Mel, Donna, etc.

Jakes - Congrats on "the arrival"

Love, Troy-c

Parking lot - I put 2 quarters in the slot. You won me at least once again!

Michelle G. Cristin, Eileen (AIX) - You're definitely better today. let's get loaded at your house again soon!

Bryan #123

Parry (AEP) The object is to give me an EMPTY contact holder. Thanks!

Clancy

Eileen (AIX) - Hey pseudo little I'm here for you, everything will be ok.

Bryan

Mephit (AIX) Next week is going to be Spring Break all over again but this time it's out West.

Michelle #123

Laren & Meaning (AIX) - How's your personal? Our tree is
Even More Personals

the best!  Mistletoe (Aunt Aunt)

Elinee (AIX) — Thanks for driving to Don's Tuesday. I don't think we heard "Another Night" enough — yeah right. — Bryson

Tony (AIX) — Happy 8-Day Number One! — Bryson

Troy — You're lucky I was there to find the pills! — Christine

Bryson, Elinee, and Mistletoe (AIX)

I had a great time at our pre-Spring Break Breakfast! Go Big Daddy John! — Christine

Bryson (AIX) — How could you call John about my birthday? You're lucky he was just John that night. Christine (AIX)

Zara must be homeless for those who can't handle it!

Laurie C. (AIX) — I hope you're having fun... I told you that you would... You're lucky I wasn't your cousin! — Christine (AIX)

Dear, you're nothing but a big mean! Clean out your act! A concerned brother

Penny Gobber, I love on Afishine. Can you direct me to the nearest tissue shop? — AIX #156

Those long lazy legs I want them. OD owns the things I could do! Someone who can handle IT!!!!

Denise, You gave me a good time and took my money. Let us do it again, soon. Bring your friend, she is cute! — Gay

Now TKX Brothers

Congrats! I love all of you! Even though all of you are weird. — Love ya, Mistletoe (AIX)

Erik

Do you need some Kleenex? — AIX #103

Don't worry you can have my love! — AIX #103

Mistie (Thetas)

Mar. & Cheese every thus night! — Love, Tomato

Diana (Sigma)

Wont you nice wits lonely? — Rich

Stephanie (Dane Days) Congrats on your engagement. We're behind you all the way! — Gaylen & Chiric L

To the Strive Line:

You guys got it going on! Keep the faith. I love you guys. Yvette Q. (Sigma Phi Phi)

Patrice & Shaggy (AIX) What's our next trip? — Kevin

Michelle (Sigma Delta Phi)

No more births! Must time do it discreetly! — BMC #2

Humm... Interestingly!!!

Thetas XI Brothers

You are all really neat guys! I had fun at your dinner and haven't, say, with Sante! I love you! — Mistletoe (AIX)

Vic (Thetas XI)

Don't worry. Everything will end and things will get better. I love you. — Mistletoe (AIX)

Cherice & Chiric (Delta Xi Delta)

Now are we worth it? They all could! — Mistletoe (AIX)

Hey, that's not cool!

To all girls:

Attention: Stay away from Vic (Thetas XI)! He's mine! — From his baby

Owen (AIX)

"Sorry Cookie monster, there are no more cookies left." That's a... IF? just have to eat your brain? — Mistletoe (AIX)

Jenni (Phi Sig)

I miss hanging out with you! We have to meet! — Many (Phi Sig)

Allora (D-Xi-D)

I'm a tree. — Cindy (D-Xi-D)

Sorry to hear that!

Tess (AIX)

I love all of you! We're the Best of the Best! — Mistletoe (AIX)

Cindy (Delta Xi Delta)

You've really grown. You deserve a nice guy. Don't waste your time on someone who's not worth it. Love ya! — Mistletoe (AIX)

Allora (Phi Sig) Important! Ground zero is 000000000000000000000000. — Cherice (Phi Sig)

Cherice (Phi Sig)

Don't go to class, stay hanging out with us! — Love ya, Mistletoe (AIX)

Late (TKX)

Congratulations! You're the best! I love ya! Brothers & sisters tell the news! — Mistletoe (AIX)

Jenni (D-Xi-D)

It was great going shopping, must time to get Chinese food. — Cindy (D-Xi-D)

P.S. Let's go on a guy-beat! — Mistletoe (AIX)

I've enjoyed our talks when I should have been in class. — Cindy (D-Xi-D)

Allora (Phi Sig)

I told you to eat! — Cindy (D-Xi-D)

Vic

You're the best. Never changed! — Cherice & Chiric

Chiric

How are you doing? — Chiric

Korea

Don't leave school! — Cindy

Riff Slinky

I love you! — Your secret admirer

Vic (Thetas XI)

That's for showing me the computer lab. You're the greatest! — Cindy (D-Xi-D)

Gowned Pats (Sigma)

To those who were at some, it was fun— we missed whoever wasn't there— wait until tonight! — P.S. #8

Lina (SDP)

Big, Big! I love you! Semi was fun— what I remembered! — Love, your DSU!

Cindy

Going on a moonwalk! — DOOM! — Jenni

To the best 7 donors

Thanks for all of the memories. I love you all! — Nicole

Hay (Sigma)

Whatever ended up when we met next Friday night? — Love your best friend

Cherice Things happen for a good reason. Now I can smile again, and more it. You're a great guy! Be Good! — Love, Jenni

Kim (Sigma)

Could I have a cookie? — Love Jenni

Elinee

Can you pass the beat— I need to haggle my mells. — VVM

To ZZ #66 & 96

Thanks for your work. I'm so glad we are friends as well as sisters. I love you back. — Nicole

Guy we had a great time at Holiday dinner. — Confess

Vic

Pass me another piece. — Confess

Elinee 105R

Maybe we should try cooking some Jelli-O— preferentially strawberry and then maybe F2 will come around. — Kim

Zek, Zekling, Zekkling!

Kristen (Sigma)

Can we get to stage one and two and stay there forever? — Love, Rich

Jane

Need chapitik? — Love, VP

To my Sigma Sunshine (Dunklin)

Keep smile continuum. I love you! — "Big"

Michelle

I love you. Need a say more? — Caruso

Caruso

To the inhabitants of Pinamar Rm. 220 and others who stayed there we will get our revenge! — Brian, Cookie

P.S. We love George

Diana

Fully cooked 1/2 naked. I love you. — Love, Caruso

R. Adams (Phi Beta Sigma)

You looked nice too! Me I mean it. — Love, Caruso

Sue (AIX)

It was great catching the wedding & getting Lai-d with you. I'm glad we decided to go at 3:50 on Friday. — Nicole (AIX)

Allora (Phi Sig)

Watch out for the bulldozers in the road and Mike from Santees. — Love, Maryanne, Money & Xena

To Bidget (ZZ #9)

Thank for being the best big none! — Love ZZ #66

Sigma

Hope you enjoyed yourselves at some. Sorry about the shirt debate. Thanks for not destroying the place. No plumbing damages. — You got it all! — Caruso

Love 105R

Hope there is a ride to Helvetica in the Love Beat! — Elinee & Kim

Jill (AIX)

Your hair looked beautiful! — Love your roommate

Kimmy, Jeff & Joe

You guys are too hot! Shut Up! — Pam

Diana (SDP)

Half! Call 9-1-1!

Elinee

Think there's any chance of F2 this week? — Love your roommate

Sue P. (AIO)

I'm so happy you're in our roomie. We're gonna have an awesome Senior semester! — Kim (AIO)

To those who were at Sigma formal

Hope you had a good time. Thanks for keeping the place intact. — Love, Caruso

Chachi (Delta)

Stopaying over your last shirt! — Pam

To Sigma Delta Phi

You all deserve a sound in your book. I love you. — Jeanne

Diana (Sigma Delta Phi)

Alcohol down your heart rate down! It doesn't speed it up, so I'm not going to call! I love you! — Andrea (Sigma Delta Phi)

Gina (Sigma)

Whatever happened to Miss Mortality 1994? — Love, Jeanne

Frank (Delta Chi)

Oh you one -6 feet. Thanks for a great time! — Love, your buddy Jeanne

Diana (Sigma)

I called the ambulance they'll be here in a minute! — Love, Jeanne

To the Portuguese Princess

I enjoyed our conversation. Let's do it again. Remember to be strong; time heals all wounds. But if you need a shoulder, I am available 24 x 7. — Fara D Agency
OPEN AUDITIONS FOR ONE-ACTS
PRESENTED BY PLAYERS
FRIDAY, DEC. 9TH, 4:00 p.m. - MONDAY, DEC. 12th, 5:00 p.m. in STUDENT CENTER RM. 112
Can't be there but want to audition anyway? Call ext. 5237 now!

player in a class 1 of the SGA
I Can’t believe there are this many Personals...

Break-time.

Mona (Sigma)
Hello me I’Il show you a good time! Just say yes! You know who

Pam (Sigma)
I’m sorry, but you’ll have to relinquish your title as provocative princess to one of your sisters!
Love, Janice

Joanne (Sigma Delta Phi)
Yes, me, funny Spencer, Crazy Tom? I’ll make the plans, you show up. Just remember bring patients and ear plugs!
Love Andrea (Sigma Delta Phi)

P.S. Meet with some because you can never have too good a time

Carrie (Sigma)
Nobody get hurt. Just a little naught! You did a great job!
Love Janie

Karen
Thank for listening, and listening and listening... you are my "soul mate"! You’re the best
Love, Jane

I think my fingers are going to fall off!
Tom

Laura (Phi Sigma Sigma)
I guess I didn’t like the Christmas position! I’d rather have none than a limp nose.
Kim (AO)

Carrie
Santi was awesome! Thanks for my scratch, but Diana desnared it that night!
Love, The Porcelain Princess

Jean (Sigma)
Who ever said you can’t show a little leg and still be respectable.
Love, Kris

Rio, 220
We need another Sign Language Seminar, with our sign! Love, A "C" in the pyle

Splatter
Lend starting the formal early with you? Tore the best around.
Love, Sake

Carrie (Sigma)
I have strong vibes about kissing in the future! Will you ever forgive me and hate me?
Love, Janice

Kurt (Delta Chi)
I still owe Valiente Yoko and that extra $400!
Love, Janie

Shelia (Sigma)
Are you starting that book about me now? People are asking for all!
Love, Janie

Joe (Rho)
What happened to Mr. Babka?

Garly (AO)
Your date was really cute.
Love, Robbi

Ellen 103B
It’s nothing but trouble but I enjoy it anyway.
Love, Kim

I heard John died of sophistication at the Sigma-omic.
Rich

Diana (Sigma)
You should’ve taken me to the mall! Now will you give me a chance?
Your favorite fraternity guy

Mandy (O-PHI)
I’m glad to see you happy again!
Love, Mary

Michelle (Sigma Delta Phi)
Find a great time Wednesday... Next time, if, I promise not to mess up!!
Brat

Max
Next time bring a date that won’t eat all your veggies or your salad!

Love, Marilyn

Mark S. (Delta Chi)
Hey Steve- Now I know why you were eating everyone else’s food at the formal!
Love, Jan (AO)

Andrew (Sigma)
America has a new hot partner like you since Saturday Night Fever!
Love, your big

Iris
I just want to thank you for letting us sit in the hall for 50 min. after the formal. Did you forget you had the key?

YKW

Jean P. (Sigma)
Smoochies-Smoochies

Rish

Xenia (O-PHI)
What are we going to do December 1975?
Love, Maryan

Kristen (Sigma)
I never saw anything more beautiful than your Friday night.
Love, Rich

Constance (O-PHI)
You are the best little friend and I love you!

Money

Conquito to the Mu class of O-PHI. You are going to make some sisters!!!
Love, Money

Elfen
Is that JT or TJ. Let me think one, sure!
Kim

Anna (Sigma)
Work it!!!

Love your roommate

Elfen & Laura 103B
GUUTERRAHH! Ya de duck eddie myl!
Kim

FoolBee
John Triniti needs an Ano-Wauping! Do I hear... .

Jean P. (Sigma)
Your true identity has been discovered. You are the kissing bandit of MSU.

Rich

Kim (SDT)
If I was a rich girl- Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha.

Guess Who?

Tom
You’re the best! You don’t spill it now—you eat it! Don’t ever lose your big heart and smile. Check ya later.

MCK

Tommy, That will be a stew sandwich. Cooked? Umm... yeah?
Ground Round

Dally
I’ve been watching you and I think I’m in love. You don’t know but you soon will.
Samuel Admirer

Allyson (Sigma)
Have you thought about opening up your own radio-mall? You are the supermodel of the world!
Love you!

HOVA
Strike one in the mall! The time has came!

Carrie (Kappa)
I am looking forward to the Christmas party. You are a great friend.
Love ya!

Mandy (O-PHI)

Jesse (Kappa 1920)
You are so final! Keep smiling, baby!
An admirer

Svetlana
Miss legal bone to Philadelphia lately? Later, Cunningham.
Your bed (2009)

Nikki (K)
Where’s my hat, chik? Have you heard from chikahesteen?!

Trick

Leaves
If I never see you like yesterday, I will beat the crap out of you.

Dally

John (Kappa)
Thank you for being the best date ever. I couldn’t have had a better time. I guess we really are crackheads!

D.O. (SDT)

Christy
Hey roomie! Thanks for being there for me. Man just sucks!
Bird

Kelly (Phi)
You are a great friend and I can’t wait till you find out who I am!

Your secret sister

Xenia (O-PHI)
You are the best friend and I can’t wait till you find out who I am!

Your secret sister

Xenia (O-PHI)

How that book come in body?

Kerri
Stay strong. All your dedication will pay off.
Love Kim 2566

Jama’s rules, O-PHI

Mellissa
Are you a tree?

Het (Sigma)
Players only love you when they’re playin’

Love your best friend

Salam (Sigma Psi Phi)
I’m sorry I forgot the chiquitique at semi.
Love, your pre

To the Strix line
Your head is your strength. You will forever keep us strong.

Love the sisters of Sigma Psi Phi, Inc.

Karen (Sigma)
Thanks for forgetting me. Oo kimm! Beta! Ha
Love always, Butte

Down (417)
If you only knew

Candice
Greetings from Puerto Rico

Love, Jessica

Groupe (Kappa)
Baby I had a great weekend with you. I really must things to work out between us. Remember you are the love of my life.

Love, your girlfriend

Melody
Someone called Is it safe for me to come in, or should I come around some more?

Rumiez

Splatter
Matt, Udi! Hi! Hi! Wait, Ooh! Here’s three naming No...

We... and Ed

Sake

To Steve R.
Love them W.H.S.P.E.R.S. close, they’re bad news.
A concerned Greek (Female)

D-PHI-E—relaxed We are member One!

Darl Q.
Pre-practice, pre-conco, then conco, Tuesday. .. Do them!

Love, S & M

To Claire & Friends
Find your own man to hang on.

Bassie

Steven wants to know if you’re going to try it again!

Bartkuth

To the Mac Class of 97

You guys are the best! Keep up the good work!

Love, Lamba Xi 116

Dear Christine,
Whatever you do, we always have fun. But Sapphire Bull was a blast. We had the time of our lives! We can’t wait to see them again.

IPSY, Your pledge sister, Cassie

To all my sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma
You made my first Sapphire Bull a night I’ll always remember. Congrats Toxy! Saving everyone had a good time as the best thank you Mine and I could have gotten.

10PSY Cassie 497

Tommy (SDT)
You know you’re my favorite. The "1"

"help me."

Hendrix

Alpha Kappa Psi
Short recruiting.
Your new MOR

Phi Sigma Sigma
Hope you had a great time at your ball.
Your DJ

SIR Lee
Please blackball me.

Yeeeeeooowwsssssssssssssssssssss Finished at last.

“1 Love Personals. I really do. Sort of.”

TT
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Lady Red Hawks Dial ‘V’ for (tournament) victory

MSU wins 16th annual Dial Basketball Classic for 11th time

by Glenn Steinberg

And the winner is... MSU.

Of course, we must be talking about the Dial Basketball Classic, where MSU has won 11 of the last 16 tournaments it hosts. Though they have won the majority of the tournament meetings, the Lady Red Hawks did not capture the title since 1991 when it beat Frostburg 62-51.

However, this year was different, with the Lady Red Hawks (4-1) winning the championship by winning both of their games in a convincing fashion.

“The team should feel more confident,” said Lady Red Hawk head coach Gloria Bradley, referring to her team’s four-game winning streak and their championship game win in which they beat Emmanuel College 78-51 in the 16th Annual Dial Basketball Classic. “We have goals of winning the conference—and we also want an NCAA bid.”

Four teams fought to win the championship over two days. The first opponent for the Lady Red Hawks on Friday was the Gallaudet University Bisons (2-2) from Washington, D.C. Then, their opponent in the championship game was the Emmanuel College Saints (4-2) from Boston, Mass.

After crushing the Bisons 86-45 in their opener, they faced Emmanuel College, a team that was thought to be a threat to win the tournament.

Before the match-up, Bradley said that Emmanuel was one of the most aggressive teams that she had seen in a while. “In order to win, we must play a smarter game and must go inside more,” said Bradley. “It has to be a better technical game for us.”

According to her, the Saints were an extremely tough team that is able to run a team that was thought to be a threat to win the tournament. While they shot well, they also forced the Saints to shoot poorly, as the Boston school only hit 21% (9 of 43) of their shots.

Guards Heidi Klingert and Borrero led the team in scoring in the first half. Klingert had 18 points on 8-of-9 shooting from the floor while Borrero had 15 points on 6-of-10 shooting from the floor, along with five assists and four steals.

Both teams traded baskets for most of the second half with the Lady Red Hawks gaining the biggest lead of the game at 38 with 7:23 left in the game after Klingert hit her free throw attempt.

The Saints actually outscored the Lady Red Hawks in the second half 31-28, with Wendi Lott being Emmanuel’s leading scorer in the second half with 10 points. Mainly, that was because the Lady Red Hawks cooled off from the first half. The two leading scorers for MSU were Klingert, who led all scorers with 25 points and Borrero, who added 16 points.

A big difference for her team was that they did not make as many turnovers in the second half as in the first half. They took good shots and played an aggressive defense. “We forced them to take bad shots, but we shot well ourselves,” said Bradley. “We controlled the boards and it turned into a very good game for us.”

MSU beat up on the girls from Gallaudet right from the get go, never letting them get into the game. After only five minutes into the first half, the Lady Red Hawks held a 11-2 advantage, and took a 41-19 lead into the half.

Though they held a commanding lead, Bradley was not entirely pleased with her team’s performance. “The team only shot 35% from the floor in the first half and only shot 58% from the free throw line. ‘We didn’t shoot well in the first half,’” said Bradley. “We also had 19 turnovers and committed too many (16 alone in the first half) fouls.”

Five minutes into the second stanza, the Lady Red Hawks opened their lead to 57-23 mainly because of patience on offense. The biggest lead they held was 45-point lead, 78-33.

In the second half, MSU shot 54% from the floor. Borrero helped pick up the pace for the Lady Red Hawks by getting 16 points on 8-of-10 shooting in only 10 minutes of playing time. She finished with a game-high 21 points, while adding five assists and four steals. Freshman guard Jillian Schultz poured in 12 points, five steals and three assists, and Klingert finished with 11 points, six assists and four steals.

The Lady Red Hawks have shown that they will be contenders in the NJAC thanks to freshman guard Aidill Borrero. A native of Jersey City, she poured in 31 points in two games to earn MVP honors of the 16th Annual Dial Basketball Classic. And while her and her teammates won the tournament, Borrero also earned NJAC Rookie of the Week honors.

Women’s Hoops: MSU 78, Emmanuel (MA) 51

Emmanuel (4-2)

PLAYER MINS FG FGA 3P 3PA FT FTA O-TR A F PTS

Henderson 26 2 9 1 3 0 0 1-1 1 1 2 5
Napolitano 18 1 12 0 3 1 4 2-2 2 1 2 3
Harwood 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1-1 1 1 2
Price 15 3 4 0 0 0 0 3-5 0 1 1 6
Cabrera 17 2 11 0 1 2 1-3 1 1 5
Nisley 7 1 2 0 0 1 2 3-5 0 1 1 3
Lawton 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 1 3
Greenidge 9 2 3 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 4
Pizarro 8 2 4 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 4
Gardiner 11 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 4
McVeigh 28 2 10 0 1 0 0 2 4 1 4 4
Lott 15 4 10 0 2 0 2 6 10 1 1 1 10
Williams 13 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 1

MSU (4-1, 1-1 NJAC)

Borrero 26 6 12 0 0 4 6 2-6 2-6 6 1 6
Klingert 27 11 16 0 0 3 7 1-2 2 0 25
Perez 21 2 6 0 0 1 3 1-3 1 3 7
Kovar 26 3 8 0 0 1 4 1-10 0 1 7
Mizejek 15 4 6 0 0 0 1 3-9 4 4 9
Villa 25 1 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 1 2
Schultz 15 2 2 0 0 2 4 2-3 0 2 6
Owens 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Nogueira 20 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Woods 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Watson 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

End of First Half: MSU 56, Emmanuel 20.
First Round Game: MSU 86, Gallaudet 45
The 16th Annual Dial Basketball Classic MVP and NJAC Rookie of the Week: Aidill Borrero.
Red Hawks come back strong in Stockton win

‘Geleski huddle’ inspires men’s hoops to second straight NJAC win

by Brian Fatharano

There was just something about MSU’s 68-55 win over Richard Stockton last Saturday at Pomona.

It wasn’t that the Red Hawks (2-3, 2-2 NJAC) won its second straight game in the New Jersey Athletic Conference.

And it wasn’t that they actually played well in the second half for the second game in a row.

Finally, it wasn’t that Greg Fowler, as he had all through the first four games, led them in scoring with 20 points.

Rather, it was something that happened in a huddle during timeout. Something that had nothing to do with the game in specific.

“We called a timeout,” said Jose Rebimbas, who coached the team in Nick Del Tufo’s absence, “and (reserve forward) Jason Geleski had drills in the morning (he is in the Army ROTC).”

“He drove there on his own and got there 15 minutes before the game. We (the team) talked about commitment and defensive intensity. It was at that time that we took control of the game.”

“The kids matured, and they realized that this could be their last game,” Rebimbas continued. “We talked about everything but basketball in the huddle.”

From that point on, MSU was able to turn its play up a notch and drills the Ospreys (3-2, 2-2) on the finer points of defensive basketball. That is evidenced by Stockton being held to a mere 38.8 shooting percentage from the floor (21 of 54). Also MSU was able to do an effective job on the glass, while Dean Spinogari (15 points, four assists) also came up big on defense.

Even though the Red Hawks did not shoot well themselves (23 of 61, 36 percent), they were able to hit their free throws down the stretch. It was these frequent trips to the charity stripe down the stretch that led to them closing out the game on a 13-5 run, all of their points coming via free throws.

“I think we’re beginning to wear teams down,” said Rebimbas, referring to a rigorous off-season training program the Red Hawks went through. “We’re one of the deepest teams in the league. We wear teams down in the last 10 minutes.”

Winning a game like this against an established foe such as Stockton can definitely put some wind in their sails.

“Every away game is big,” said Rebimbas, who was 2-2 in coaching for Del Tufo, who came back last night against Jersey City St. “Every away game you win is big. We felt we gave one away at home versus Kean (on Nov. 26), so to get one back versus Stockton is big.”

EDITOR’S NOTE: The results of last night’s game against Jersey City St. were unavailable at press time.

MSU dropped a 75-58 decision to Division I Rider University last Thursday. Despite being down 41-9 early, the Red Hawks battled back, even cutting the Bronx lead to 14 at one point (52-38).

“You can’t simulate quickness and strength, and it was a rude awakening for some of our kids,” said interim head coach Jose Rebimbas. “Once they got out to that 24-2 (actually 21-2) lead with 11 minutes left in the first half, they (this players) could have gave up. I could have gave up.”

“I wasn’t going to let them off the hook,” Rebimbas added. “I told them it is a once in a lifetime opportunity to upset a Division I team.”

One plus, though, was MSU proved that it can play with the big boys.

Fearless Forecasts

TOM TRACY, MANAGING EDITOR (2-7)
Lions -3 over Jets.
Packers + 3 1/2 over Bears.
Steelers + 6 over Eagles.
Redskins - 8 over Arizona.
Giants + 5 1/2 over Bengals.

GREG MACSWEENEY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF (22-25):
Niners -10 1/2 over Chargers. Rollin, Rollin, Rollin, keep those Cowboys shaking.
Lions -3 over Jets. Jets get problems.
Cowboys -10 over Browns. You gotta at least respect them.
Pats - 5 1/2 over Colts. Parcells makes the team complete.

GLENN STEINBERG, ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR (21-27):
Giants -5 1/2 over Bengals. I’m stupid enough to think they’ll be a wild card.
Oilers - 2 1/2 over Seahawks. It won’t make me go blind.
Cowboys -10 over Browns. Tuning up for Christmas Eve.
Lions + 3 over Jets. Are the Jets mathematically eliminated yet.

CHRIS HINCK, MANAGING EDITOR (28-20):
Jets -3 over Lions. It’s favorite week.
Cowboys -10 over Browns. Same reason.
Vikings + 4 over Bills. The Bills, like, suck.
Falcons + 4 over Saints. The Saints are ungodly.

THE PROPHET (21-27):
Saints + 4 over Falcons. You don’t abandon your teams.
Seahawks + 2 1/2 over Oilers. Seahawks rule-the bottom of the ladder.
Cowboys - 10 over Browns. Dallas is good. Cleveland isn’t as good.
Giants - 5 1/2 over Bengals. Ah, who cares anyway.

Men’s Hoops: Rider 75, MSU 58

MSU (2-3, 2-2 NJAC)

PLAYER MINS FG FGA 3P JPA FT FTA ATR O TR A F P TS
Fowler 34 6 15 0 2 1 2 1-7 0 4 13
Jackson 28 0 4 0 0 2 4 1-14 1 2 1 1 3 2
Mussejak 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
Smith 25 2 4 1 3 2 2 0-1 4 2 7
Spinogari 23 5 1-4 2 2 3 12
Reilly 15 1 1 1 1 1 2 0-1 1 1 4
Pentofid 21 5 7 3 5 0 2 1-3 3 5 13
Pepperico 24 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1 2 4 0
Ordino 12 1 5 0 0 2 0-0 0 4 3
Geleski 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0
Ons 1 1 2 0 1 2 0-0 0 3 0

Smith 26 7 13 1 1 2 5 2-4 2 3 17
Flowers 17 0 1 0 0 2 4 1-2 0 2 2
Jones 32 4 5 0 0 2 2 3-10 1 3 10
Hames 34 8 12 4 5 6 7 1-5 4 0 26
Toumou 25 3 8 0 3 2 3 1-5 2 5 8
McPeek 17 1 3 0 0 0 0 1-2 1 2 2
Charles 9 0 2 0 1 0 0 0-0 4 3 0
Wankins 21 0 3 0 2 0 0 0-0 4 0
Edwards 10 2 4 0 1 1 1 0-1 0 5
Collins 5 1 2 0 0 1 2 2-2 0 0 3
Allen 8 1 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 2
Parker 1 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0
Supleton 1 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0

Attendance: 1,600

End of First Half: Rider 45, MSU 19
FG %: Rider- 47.3 (27 of 57), MSU- 45.6 (21 of 46)
3PT %: Rider- 33.3 (5 of 15), MSU- 57.1 (8 of 14)
FT %: Rider- 64 (16 of 25), MSU- 47 (8 of 17)

Technical Foul: Rider 1 (Bench), MSU 1 (Pentofid).
What do you want for Christmas? A stereo, perhaps. Maybe a television. How about a brand new wardrobe? Or a personal servant to satisfy every single one of your desires, no matter what they are?

Sorry, but I can’t give you any of that. But I can give you a chance to boost your resume and participate in the campus community. I can use people for ideas, editing and especially for writing. Come down to the MONTCLARION, Student Center Room 113, during the week. Or call me, Brian Falzarano at 655-5241.

Happy Holidays,

Brian Falzarano.
On the Ball
by Brian Falzarano

Playoff fantasy not reality for the locals

New York- it is the greatest city in the world. There is a hot dog vendor on every corner selling some of the greatest hot dogs, knishes and pretzels in the world. You can shop until you drop or just admire the sights.

But there is one problem with the Big Apple. Its sports teams, namely the Giants and Jets, are frauds. What they do is raise your hopes as high as the World Trade Center, only to let them drop down like a sky diver who forgot his trusty parachute.

At the beginning of the year, it looked as if things were going to turn out the way they have. After letting go of Phil Simms, possibly the greatest as well as the classiest quarterback they have ever had, the Giants seemed to be staring a .500 season dead in the eye. But if Dave Brown was able to show anything at all, the Giants seem to be staring at the classiest quarterback they have ever had.

First they beat Houston, the closest thing to an Arena Football League team the NFL has had in quite some time. Then they bested Washington, a team which has seen better days. Finally, they were able to beat a decent Cleveland team. They deserve credit for the victory, but the Browns are not a good 9-4 team. Question that if you will, but a team with Vinny Testa­verde at quarterback is not even an offensive threat, let alone a legitimate Super Bowl contender. Teams with solid defenses don’t even worry about stopping the Testa­verde-led offense, because it usually finds a way of short-circuiting itself.

In a best case scenario, the Giants win two of their last three (Cincinnati and Philly, don’t even think they will beat Dallas) and get some help from teams playing Detroit, Philly and Green Bay. Then, they go to the playoffs and get knocked off in the first round. But that only happens if Brown can play as he has of late.

As far as the Jets go, their playoff hopes are on a life support system in a hospital somewhere outside of Giants Stadium. It is almost as if they want to live up to the negative expectations people have for them. Beating New England would have enabled them to move above .500. Moving to 7-6 pretty much would have guaranteed them a .500 record (they close against Houston). But instead of proving they can bounce back from a tough loss and win a key game on the road, they got outplayed by New England.

Instead of assuring themselves of an inside track to the playoffs, they allowed the Patriots to add to their momentum and give them an excellent chance at a wild-card spot. Boomer’s boys now have to win their last three games. There are three teams, Buffalo, Kansas City and New England ahead of them. The first two are proven, albeit struggling, playoff teams. And you are already know about the Patriots.

Nonetheless, Christmas time looks like it will be for doing anything but watching football for Giant and Jet fans. They would be better off looking towards the NFL Draft in April, but they are too mediocre to even warrant a high enough draft pick to select a dominant player.

Such is life when you are a fan of either of these teams.

Point/Counterpoint

Treasurer Tom Tracy

Who would you start an NBA team with?

Toni: I would start my team with David Robinson, center for the San Antonio Spurs. He has every skill that you could ask for in a basketball player. Besides Robinson, my next four players would be as follows:

1. John Stockton- He is a superior leader on and off the court, and is one of the greatest point guards ever.
2. Chris Webber- As long as he is aware of how many time-outs we have left, he should fit in nicely.
3. Hakeem Olajuwon- He makes my list because he is great and he single-handedly beat my Knicks last year.
4. Reggie Miller- You need someone to irritate the fans. Take that, Shaq-Fu dude.

Brian: I would start my team and center it around Shaquille O’Neal of the Orlando Magic. But after that, I would surround him with superior talent such as these players:

1. At point guard, I would have to go with John Stockton of the Utah Jazz. He is the steady­ing influence you need on a team.
2. Mitch Richmond at off-guard. He can score, but you know he is good when Michael Jordan referred to him as the toughest player he ever played against.
3. Small forward would be taken care of by Jamal Mashburn.
4. And at power forward... in his second year out of Michigan... now playing for his eighth team... we hope he stays in Washington... Chris Webber.

In next week’s MONTCLARION: Staff members and Red Hawk athletes and coaches give us their Christmas wishes for the world of sports.

Red Hawks Sports Week

Men’s Basketball:
Saturday, Dec. 10. Upsala at MSU * 2 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 13. USMMA, at MSU * 8 p.m.

Men’s and Women’s Swimming:
Saturday, Dec. 10. MSU Varsity vs. MSU alumni 6 p.m.

Women’s Basketball:
Saturday, Dec. 10. MSU at Rowan 2 p.m.

Wrestling:
Wednesday, Dec. 14 MSU at USMMA & John Jay 7 p.m.

NOTE: All home games for men’s and women’s basketball will be played at Panzer Gym, which will be denoted by an asterisk (*) next to the game. All swimming home meets are at the Red Hawk Pool, which will be indicated by a plus sign (+). However, wrestling does not have any scheduled home matches.
Things are looking up!

Men's basketball has played well in its last three games, including wins in two big NJAC road games. (Falzarano, p. 37).

Women's basketball wins Dial (p. 36)

Our staff's Fearless Forecasts (p. 37)

Red Hawk Sports Week (p. 39)